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The Student Voice of Montclair State University Since 1928
English Professor Hiram Perez 
Denied Tenure After Dean’s  Review
Chantal Gabel 
News Editor
Faculty and staff of the English 
Department have gathered in pro­
test as a result of a decision made by 
Mary Papazian, Dean of College of 
Humanities and Social Science, to 
deny English professor Dr. Hiram 
Perez tenure.
Tenure, as described by MSU’s 
standards, is a process that pro­
ceeds through a series of recom­
mendations from the Department 
Personnel Committee, the 
Department Chair, the Dean and 
then a recommendation from the 
Provost to the President.
According to.President Susan 
A. Cole, the evaluation of a faculty 
member for tenure is made based 
on a packet of materials the faculty 
member composes, providing infor­
mation in three important areas. 
The areas include achievements 
made in teaching, their contribu­
tions to the curriculum and instruc­
tional program, and research 
achievements and contributions to 
the university and beyond.
His case has convinced faculty 
that there are no set guidelines 
for tenure at MSU, and that the 
standards in receiving tenure are 
inconsistent and obscure.
Papazian’s reasoning to deny 
Perez tenure was due to “insuffi­
cient [published works] ”
“Since we don’t know what con­
stitutes ‘sufficiency,’ it’s easy to say 
the publications are ‘insufficient,’” 
said Janet Cutler, English profes­
sor.
“In my experiences at Montclair 
State University, faculty and aca­
demic officers work very hard at 
trying to make these recommenda­
tions equitably and fairly, knowing 
that they have a serious respon­
sibility to the university and to 
future generations of students to 
make the best possible decision,”
Cole said. “When a com­
mittee or an individual aca­
demic officer feels compelled 
by their academic judgment 
to make a negative decision 
about one of our colleagues, 
it is always a painful thing 
to have to do.”
Cole added that while the 
majority of the faculty mem­
bers at MSU receive tenure, 
it is not unusual for a cer­
tain number of individuals 
to not receive tenure.
Perez said it was no 
surprise when he was not 
recommended to receive ten­
ure.
I  Ve seen a ll sorts AJ ingersoll I THo Montclarton
of ugliness in  academia and Perez, a professor at MSU since 2001, has been denied tenure due to “insuf- 
a ll sorts of injustice,” said ficient Ipublic works],” according to Dean Mary Papazian.
Perez. “The only thing about
MSU.”
Perez added that he officially
academia that shocks me anymore 
is that I can still be shocked at all. 
Initially, I felt outrage, but then 
I just felt incredibly exploited by SEE ‘PEREZ’ ON P. 4 AIDS Quilt
Spring Program Aids 
Under-Privileged
Campaign To Assist 
In Campus Funding
Coming 
To MSU
Douglas McIntyre 
S ta ff Writer
Montclair State 'is hosting an 
Alternative Spring Break to enable 
students to help an under-devel­
oped community with Habitat for 
Humanity during their spring 
break.
The program was brought to 
MSU’s campus by Jessica St. Clair, 
who was hired as the Coordinator 
for Service Learning with the 
Center for Community-Based 
Learning in June.
She coordinated a similar pro­
gram at the University of Kansas 
before being hired here. She said, 
“I believe [the program] is truly 
transformational.”
Students who take part in the 
program will go to New Britain, 
Pennsylvania to a Habitat for 
Humanity site during MSU’s spring 
break, from Saturday, March 11 to 
Sunday, March 19.
Fifteen students have applied to 
be part of the program. According 
to Rick Brown, Coordinator, of 
Student Leadership Programs, 
they would like to take about 10-20
students.
The program is split into two 
tracks. The first, the curricular 
track, will take a course in the 
spring semester taught by St. 
Clair: Community-Based Learning 
(COED 201), a three credit elective 
course on Wednesdays from 10:00 
a.m. -11:15 a.m.
Those students receive permits 
to take the course and will receive a 
more intense, academic-based pro­
gram than the others.
The co-curricular track, coor­
dinated by Krysthian Lemus, the 
Program Assistant for Student 
Leadership Programs, is meant for 
students who cannot fit the class 
into their schedule or do not want a 
classroom setting.
They will still receive the same 
information tis the curricular 
track, but in a less formal set­
ting. Currently, the split between 
the students taking either track is 
about half for each.
Lemus said it will be à “new 
experience, seeing what it is like 
running [the two tracks] side by 
side.”
SEE ‘SPRING’ ON P. 4
Shayna Jacobs 
S ta ff Writer
Approximately $30 million has 
been raised for MSU’s “Campaign 
for the Second Century,” which 
projects a total of $50 million to be 
raised by the university’s centen­
nial in 2008.
$18 million from the campaign 
w ill pay for current campus con­
struction and renovations.
The state of New Jersey does not 
provide the university with funds 
for construction and renovations.
For the fiscal year 2006, the 
state appropriated about $78 mil­
lion to the university. Almost $112 
million of the budget is student 
tuition and fees.
Of the total raised for the cam­
paign, $10 million will fund faculty 
chairs, professorships, and lecture­
ships according to campaign litera­
ture. Another $10 million will fund 
student scholarships.
“The funding comes from alumni 
and friends of the university,” said 
Dr. Thomas Haynes, Vice-President 
for University Advancement. 
“Friends of the university are
people who truly believe in public 
higher education.”
Donations are received by busi­
nesses and industries with phil­
anthropic interests. Bristol-Myers 
Squibb funded a science teaching 
facility built in Blanton Hall last 
year.
Alumni are notified about the 
campaign by phone via a call center 
in College Hall, through mailings, 
and by email.
“It’s important to build a strong 
alumni network,” said Barbara 
Lewis, an MSU Graduate School 
alum who will, be working with 
Haynes to reach out to alumni.
Lewis is involved with alumni 
groups of her undergraduate alma 
mater, Rutgers, in Los Angeles, 
San Diego and San Francisco.
The university will be asking 
the governor of New Jersey for a 
bond to cover the costs of campus 
expansion and construction.
Dr. Haynes and his associates 
will be encouraging students and 
community members to lend their 
support.
The last major fundraising cam­
paign at Montclair State University 
raised $8 million.
Chantal Gabel 
News Editor
In lieu of World AIDS month, 
(December), the AIDS Memorial 
Quilt is coming to MSU Nov. 29 
through Dec. 1, and will be dis­
played in the Student Center ball­
rooms from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
each day.
The ballrooms will also have 
a table comprised of educational 
information and resources, safer 
sex kits, and AIDS awareness rib­
bons.
University Health & Counseling
courtesy of www.montclair.edu
The AIDS Memorial Quilt, which is 
18-years-old, will be displayed in 
the Student Center Nov.29 through 
Dec. 1.
SEE ‘AIDS’ ON P. 4
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MSU Campus Calendar
THURSDAY 17
La Unidad Latina: Latinos In 
Islam, SC Dining Room,
4 p.m. - 6 p.m.
MSA: Eid Dinner, SC Dining 
Room, 7 p.m.
ASSIST: Coffee House, SC Ratt, 
9 p.m.
FRIDAY 18
Red Hawk Nites! Entire SC,
9 p.m. -1  a.m.
Music: Cynthia Longley, cello 
(Performer’s Certificate Recital), 
MC Recital Hall, 5 p.m.
SATURDAY 19
Mu Sigma Upsilon: UNICEF 
Dinner, SC Dining Room, 1 p.m.
SUNDAY 20
Wrestling Pay-Per-View: WWE 
“Survivor Series”, SC Ratt,
8 p.m.
Red Hawk Run, Yogi Berra 
Stadium, 9 a.m. -12 p.m.
MONDAY 21
OSAU: AIDS Awareness Night, 
SC Dining Room, 7 p.m.
Monday Night Football, SC 
Ratt, 8:30 p.m.
TUESDAY 22
Phi Beta Sigma: Open Forum, 
SC 419, 7 p.m.
Chi Upsilon Sigma: Post- 
Thanksgiving Workout, SC 411, 
8 p.m.
WEDNESDAY 23
Walkin’ Around The U, Drop-In 
Center, 12:30 p.m. -1  p.m.
Cookies and Culture, Kops 
Lounge, 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
The Conversation Cafe, Drop-In 
Center, 3 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Lambda Tau Omega: World 
AIDS Day Dinner, SC Dining 
Room, 7 p.m.
La Unidad Latina/OSAU/MSA: 
Malcolm X & Muhammad Ali, 
SC 419, 7 p.m.
SGA Notes
- A bill has been placed 
into the SGA University 
Affairs Committee to 
consider endorsing 
the addition of swipe 
pads onto all vending 
machines to allow stu­
dents to use flex dollars. 
The bill will be voted 
upon by the Legislature 
next week.
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The Police 
Report:
Theft and Disorderly 
Conduct Run Rampant
11/7/05 - A female resident reported that 
three of her car's tires were slashed while 
parked in lot 28. The victim stated that 
she may know who the suspect is but 
refused to provide the police with infor­
mation.
11/7/05 - A male non-resident reported 
that his rear view mirror was broken off 
his vehicle while it was parked in lot 25. 
This case is under investigation.
11/8/05 - Student Alyson D. Soucek, 18, 
Mantua, was charged with possession 
of CDS. She is awaiting a court date in 
Clifton Municipal Court.
11/10/05 - Arshon Moses, 34, Montclair 
was arrested for disorderly conduct and 
unlawful possession of a weapon after he 
and another Sodexho employee fought in 
Blanton Hall. He is awaiting a court date 
in Little Falls Municipal Court.
Local News COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL
NEWARK - After deliberating 
for almost two days, an Essex 
County jury convicted a sus­
pected Bloods gang member of 
brutally robbing and murdering 
two Newark residents after a 
night of clubbing in 2001.
The jury of seven women 
and five men found A1 Quadir 
Green, 26, guilty on all 15 
counts of the indictment, includ­
ing the attempted murder of 
a third shooting victim, Sofia 
Rodriguez.
Rodriguez, an immigrant 
from the Dominican Republic,
survived the shooting and testi­
fied aga in st  Green dining the 
trial.
MAPLEWOOD - Fire engulfed 
the second floor of a two-family 
home yesterday morning.
Smoke was reported coming 
from a house on Boyden Avenue 
at 10:09 a.m. The Maplewood 
fire department, aided by units 
from Irvington, Millburn and 
South Orange, controlled the 
blaze within approximately 30 
minutes, Fire Chief Vincent 
Vitiello said. Union and East
Orange also sent units, which 
stood by at Maplewood’s head­
quarters.
“The guys made an aggres­
sive attack,” Vitiello said. No 
one was inside the house at 
the time. The cause of the fire 
remains under investigation, 
officials said. Damage is esti­
mated at $200,000.
NEWARK - A 20-year-old man 
was arrested and accused of fil­
ing a false police report after he 
lied to police about the location 
where he was shot.
Carl Talbert, 20, of Newark, 
was shot in the leg early yes­
terday morning, said detective 
Hubert Henderson, a police 
spokesman.
After further questioning, 
Henderson said officers learned 
that Talbert had given two dif­
ferent accounts of what actually 
happened with two locations 
that were miles apart.
Police are still determining 
where he was shot.
Talbert was treated at 
University Hospital around 3:40 
a.m. and released.
National News COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL
LITITZ, PA - David Ludwig, 
who is suspected of killing his 
14-year-old girlfriend’s parents 
and fleeing with her, waived his 
right to an extradition hearing 
Tuesday in Indiana and agreed 
to return to Pennsylvania.
Ludwig remains in custo­
dy, and a source could not say 
when he would be returned to 
Pennsylvania.
Ludwig was captured and his 
girlfriend, Kara Beth Borden, 
was taken safely into custody 
by police Monday in Indiana 
after a high-speed chase and
crash.
Ludwig faces two counts 
of criminal homicide and sin­
gle counts of kidnapping and 
reckless endangerment, said 
Donald Totaro, the district 
attorney in Lancaster County, 
Pennsylvania.
MIAMI, FL - Police searched for 
a teenage girl who is suspected 
of shooting and wounding a 
classmate Tuesday on a Florida 
school bus.
The alleged attack occurred 
after the second argument in
two days between the two 17 
year-old girls, Miramar police 
spokesman Bill Robertson said.
“There was another confron­
tation on the bus and the sus­
pect pulled out the handgun 
and shot her once,” Robertson 
said. “She then walked off the 
bus.”
Authorities are searching 
homes in the area for the girl, 
who has been identified by 
police, Robertson said.
WASHINGTON - Authorities 
early Tuesday arrested a female
resident of northern Virginia 
suspected of robbing suburban 
Washington banks while talk­
ing on her cell phone, police 
said.
Candice Rose Martinez, 19, 
was taken into custody around 
3:35 a.m. in Centreville, a sub­
urb west of Washington, said 
Maryann Jennings of the Fairfax 
County Police Department, in 
Virginia.
Authorities also seized 
$3,500 from the suspect’s apart­
ment according to an affidavit 
filed in Fairfax County.
11/10/05 - Blanton Hall residents Vincent 
Gareffa, Geoffrey Grlvalsky, Joseph 
Boselli, Carl P. Caravaglia, Kevin M. 
McClintock, Scott Briden, Michael Travis 
and Lauren Laudatiwere were issued sum­
monses for underage consumption of 
alcohol. They are all awaiting a court date 
in Little Falls Municipal Court.
11/12/05 - Kurt Birchler, 19, West Orange 
and Vincent M. Stanziale, 21, Norfolk,
VA, were arrested for assault after a fight 
outside of the Red Hawk Diner. Both 
males are awaiting a court date in Little 
Falls Municipal Court.
Anyone who has information regarding these 
inddents is urged to call the police station 
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All 
calls are strictly confidential.
International News COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL
KARACHI, PAKISTAN - Police 
are hunting bombers who 
attacked a KFC fast-food res­
taurant in the Pakistani city, 
Karachi, on Tuesday, killing 
three people and wounding 15.
Police and doctors blamed 
the attacks in the center of the 
country’s commercial hub on 
Islamist militants.
Some victim s suffered 
severe bums in the bombing, 
which blew a meter-wide hole in 
the street and engulfed it in a 
fireball that gutted six or seven
other parked cars.
AMMAN, JORDAN - The Iraqi 
woman who said she failed in 
her bid to blow herself up in 
an Amman hotel had three 
brothers killed by U.S. forc­
es, fnends of the woman said 
Tuesday. In a response to the 
bombings, Jordanian officials 
unveiled tough new anti-terror 
measures.
The killings of Sajida 
Mubarak al-Rishawi’s three 
brothers in Iraq’s volatile Anbar
province is being considered as 
a possible motivation behind 
her bid to take part in last 
week’s triple bombings, which 
killed 60 people, including her 
husband and two Iraqi bomb­
ers.
JERUSALEM - Israeli Prime 
Minister Ariel Sharon’s son 
Omri pled guilty Tuesday to 
charges in connection with a 
campaign fund-raising scandal, 
Israel Radio reported.
The charges include the
fraudulent registration of cor­
porate documents, breach of 
corporate trust and lying under 
oath,
He was accused of receiv­
ing millions of dollars from 
various corporations in Israel 
and overseas, for his father’s 
campaign in the 1999 prima­
ries for the Likud leadership 
- amounts that far exceed the 
monetary limits set by Israel’s 
Party Law.
Omri Sharon is a member of 
the Israeli parliament
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CONTINUED FROM P I
won’t be fired until President Cole makes her 
decision “sometime Dec. 9.”
Though no one is capable of forcing MSU 
to grant Perez tenure, faculty and staff of 
the English department have collaborated in 
writing letters of protest and “publicizing the 
situation to try to influence the Provost and 
President Cole to reverse the Dean’s deci­
sion,” according to English professor, Johnny 
A. Lorenz.
Faculty members such as Lorenz believe 
that the work faculty adheres to is not appre­
ciated by the administration.
*Dr. Perez has done more than anyone 
in my department to mentor students, to 
bring speakers to campus, to participate in 
interdisciplinary initiatives and yet, none of 
this work is being applauded,” said Lorenz. 
“Unfortunately, the administration is creat­
ing a hostile environment by dismissing our 
voices. We have one message for the admin­
istration: we need Perez here.”
The Chair of the department, Larry 
Schwartz, and the members of the depart­
ment’s Personnel Advisory Committee, have 
worked to review Perez’s packet, including 
student evaluations and facility observations 
of his classes. They have also been reading 
his articles and taking into account the 
evaluations of major scholars in his field, but 
the decision is yet to be made.
The faculty feels “demoralized,” according 
to Cutler, because, “as colleagues in his field, 
we believe we are in the best position to com­
ment on the significance of his contributions 
in teaching, scholarship and service,” said 
Cutler.
“It’s very clear that there is no respect for 
our views [or] our professionalism. The fact 
that we can know Dr. Perez and still be objec­
tive about his work.”
Lorenz remarked that the faculty is con­
sidering taking extreme measures, such as 
protesting publicly and even suspending 
their volunteer work for the university to
“It’s frightening to think about 
my impending unemployment, 
especially with New York City 
rent to pay. I don’t know what I’ll 
do.”
Hiram Perez
Professor, English Department
show their support for Perez.
Right now, the faculty is suspending 
the Frazee Search for a Senior Scholar in 
American Literature and Culture because 
they had Perez in mind when developing 
a curriculum in American Literature and 
Culture.
While the faculty and staff have been 
especially supportive of their colleague, stu­
dents have also taken action.
Graduate students, including Elissa 
Cording, started a petition located in the 
English Department office, where students 
in suppoij; of Perez can sign.
“I graduated from MSU and came back 
to be a part of the English department, and 
it’s disheartening to see a great professor 
be taken away for the wrong reason,” said 
Cording. “It’s horrible and hypocritical of the 
University to take away such an important 
person.”
Student Nadia Abdallah, senior English 
major believes MSU is cheating English 
majors by firing Perez. “He is an enthu­
siastic, encouraging and a very educated 
professor,” said Abdallah. “His presence in 
the classroom is needed, especially in classes 
which address culture, religion and diverse 
issues; he is an expert.”
Perez said the correspondence and reac? 
tions of students have been rewarding. “It 
inspires me to keep up the fight,” he said.
Because Perez is of mixed ethnicities, 
MSlTs commitment to affirmative action has 
been questioned.
Perez said he is currently considering 
filing a formal civil rights complaint. “I don’t 
think the Dean chose not to recommend me 
for tenure because of my racial or ethnic 
identity, or because of my sexuality,” Perez 
said. “The problem is the Dean’s failure to 
appreciate the kind of labor that falls de facto 
on the shoulders of minority faculty.”
Perez added that he was “ironically” con­
tacted by the Equity and Diversity Programs 
office to help promote Diversity Week after 
receiving his non-recommendation from 
Papazian.
“For both faculty and students of color, we 
are brought onto campus to constitute diver­
sity, but once we’re here there is insufficient 
consideration to our retention,” he said.
Lorenz remarked that as a Latino profes­
sor himself, the decision to not give Perez 
tenure leaves him outraged. “Montclair State 
is having a hard time retaining minority 
faculty and minority students,” said Lorenz.
“What does it say to our students of color 
when the professor who has worked tirelessly 
on their behalf, fighting for their interests, is 
sent off?” Cutler believes that diversity is one 
of the main attractions of Montclair State, 
and Perez represented minority students and
advocated for their concerns.
“I just met a student on the elevator who 
said, ‘I’m not a liberal, but I’m going upstairs 
to sign the petition for Dr. Perez because he 
has always treated my ideas with respect. 
He makes real debate possible,’” said Cutler. 
“I am concerned that MSU does not suf­
ficiently value the important contributions 
that minority faculty make.”
President Cole disagrees with the belief 
that Perez’s ethnicity has anything to do 
with the Dean’s decision.
“This institution has worked hard to have 
a diverse faculty and student population and 
I cannot imagine any of our departments or 
academic officers making a decision on such 
an impermissible basis,” Cole said.
To inform students and faculty of 
Perez’s situation, Larry Schwartz, Chair 
of the English Department, has sent out 
a department-wide e-mail briefly explain­
ing Perez’s case, his accomplishments, 
pnd the measures the department is 
taking to reverse Papazian’s decision.
“We are still optimistic that Dr. Perez, a 
jewel of this university, will not be let go,” 
said Lorenz. “We will fight for Dr. Perez for 
as long as it takes.”
Perez began teaching full-time at MSU 
in the Fall of 2001, and taught as a graduate 
student in 1998 and 1999 while attending 
Columbia University.
“It’s frightening to think about my 
impending unemployment, especially with 
New York City rent to pay,” said Perez. “I 
don't know what I’ll do."
When Papazian was contacted to com­
ment, the department’s secretary said she 
was away and would not have access to a 
computer until Wednesday. Cutler said she 
has seen her on campus throughout the 
week.
SPRING
CONTINUED FROM P I
They will use this example to learn which 
track is more popular and which suits the 
students better.
Crystal Davis, a junior English major, has 
shown a lot of enthusiasm for the program.
“I just love serving the community. I am 
someone who just loves to help out wherever 
I can,” said Davis.
Several of her brothers in Phi Sigma Pi 
are also participating.
“Unfortunately, I was not able to do the 
curricular track With my fraternity brothers, 
because I simply do not have the room in my 
schedule next semester to take the course,” 
she said.
Brown says that if  enough students par­
ticipate, they would like to split the two 
tracks and have some work on a nearby 
children’s agency site.
The groups would work separately on 
their sites, but meet together for discussion 
and reflection.
The students participating will need to 
fundraise about $200-$300 per person for
the event, according to Brown. Habitat for 
Humanity will provide lodging during the 
break for a fee. The rest of the fundraising 
will go towards food, which the group will 
prepare together.
If the program goes well, Brown says, 
they would like to introduce it into the winter 
and summer breaks as well.
what's happening at
M S U  D i n i n g
this week?
G ift Certificates Now Pie Sale! Now through
Available for the Holidays! Thanksgiving. Student
Come to any Retail Cafe Center Cafe!
for M ore Info!
Newspapers Now Available at the C-Store!
W all Street Journal, NY Times, The Post, The News, 
E lD iario , and more!!
WRAPS NOW AVAILABLE AT GOCCIA! 
TURN ANY SALAD INTO A WRAP! 
FIRST FLOOR STUDENT CTR, 
RATHSKELLER
AIDS
CONTINUED FROM P I
Services/Wellness Education, who are spon­
soring the quilt, w ill also be putting red rib­
bons around trees to raise awareness among 
the campus community.
According to Keri-Ann Bennett, an 
employee of Wellness Education Services, an 
estimated 40,000 Americans contract HTV 
each year, half of which are under the age of 
25.
“These events [at MSU] w ill provide a 
means for remembrance and healing for 
those affected by the virus,” said Bennett.
“They will illustrate the extent of the 
AIDS epidemic, increase the public’s aware­
ness of HIV/AIDS, and advocate that action 
be taken to help end the struggle against 
HIV/AIDS.”
The Quilt was originally: conjured up 
in 1985 by gay rights activist Cleve Jones. 
Jones an n u a lly  helped organize a candle­
light march honoring two supervisors in San 
Francisco who were assassinated due to their 
sexual orientation.
When Jones learned that over 1,000 San 
Franciscans had previously lost their fives
to AIDS, he asked the marchers to write the 
names of their loved ones who had died due 
to the disease oh small cards. At the end of 
the march, Jones taped the cards to the walls 
of the San Francisco Federal Building.
The names looked like the patchwork of a 
quilt, which gave way to the AIDS Memorial 
Quilt, founded in 1987. Today, the Quilt is 
comprised o f44,000 individual 3x6 memorial 
patches. ,
University Health & Counseling Services/ 
Wellness Education are also working with the 
Arts department on a program called A Day 
With(out) Art, to symbolize a remembrance 
for those affected by AIDS by “shrouding 
pieces of art work in buildings around cam­
pus,” according to Bennett.
“I’ll probably go to see the quilt,” said 
Justin Lopez, junior Theatre major. “I’m sure 
it’ll be interesting to see all the patches.” 
Caldwell College, Ramapo College and 
Princeton University are also hosting the 
quilt.
To find mote information about the quilt, 
visit www.aidsquilt.org.
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Health Tips For A Healthy Thanksgiving
The MSDO Serves Up Healthy Dishes And Tasty Subsitutes For Fatty Foods.
Darcy Domingues 
M SU's D ietetics Association
Say Hello to another Thanksgiving and 
Goodbye to all of our hard work and dedica­
tion towards a healthy lifestyle for the past 
year. So, let’s make this year different!
As we all know, Thanksgiving is associ­
ated with eating tasty festive foods and des-
“About half a cup of stuff­
ing contributes about 200 
calories and 9 grams of 
fat.”
Darcy Dominques
serts -  and a lot, of course.
Did you know that the average 
Thanksgiving dinner packs in about 2,000 
calories? But with these helpful tips and sug­
gestions we could cut that number down to 
nearly half without sacrificing that tastiness 
we have been looking forward to all year.
Luckily, most of the foods we consume at 
Thanksgiving dinnfer are healthy. Turkey, 
for example, has very little fat, is full of 
protein and B vitamins. Cranberries are an 
excellent source for vitamin C, and sweet 
potatoes are rich in vitamin C and E, potas­
sium and bota carotene; sans the sugar and 
butter, of course.
Pumpkin provides us with beta-carotene 
and fiber too. So, you see, for the most part
.Thanksgiving is on our side and does not 
have to be attacking our waistline.
We can’t forget about the stuffing and tur­
key gravy because Thanksgiving wouldn’t be 
the same without them. Unfortunately, it’s 
these items that we have to watch out for.
About half a cup of stuffing contributes 
about 200 calories and nine grams of fat. 
Two tablespoons of traditional turkey gravy 
have about 35 calories (71 percent from fat.)
By following-these sub­
stitutions, we càn 
elim inate the 
majority of the fat 
and cut the calo­
ries down to 
fraction.
The following 
are stuffing  
recipe tips:
S u b s titu te  
turkey or chicken 
C broth for the 
butter; this will 
provide a lot 
of m oisture 
and flavor!.
S u b s titu te  
h a lf of 
the bread 
crumbs- for 
v e g e ta b l.e s  
.(onions, mush­
rooms, and celer 
are a nice
Other Recipe Substitutions:
Traditional Substitutions:
1 Whole Egg 2 Egg Whites
Sour Cream Fat Free Sour Cream
Milk Skim Or 1% Milk
Ice Cream Frozen Yogurt
Cheese Evaporated Skim Milk.
So, when Thanksgiving Day is here and 
you are about to create yourself a gigantic
plate, try to load 
u p 
on
some of 
the vegetables 
and skinless turkey 
because remem­
ber: We need the 
room for all the 
calories from all 
those good des-
Pumpkin Pie 
Ingredients:
Six sheets of Fillo dough, thawed, Cooking 
Spray, 3/4 cup Dark Brown Sugar, 1/4 tsp. 
salt, 1 tsp. ground cinnamon, 1/2 tsp. ground 
ginger, 1/2 tsp. ground cloves, 1/2 cup egg 
substitute or 4 egg whites, 1 15-ounce can 
pumpkin puree, and 1 12-ounce can fat-free 
evaporated milk.
Preparation:
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Cut 
Fillosheets in half and stack on wax paper 
or plastic wrap (each full length sheet is 
14x18 inches; if you happen to have 14x9- 
inch sheets, leave whole).
Place wax paper or plastic wrap on top 
layer and cover with a damp towel to 
prevent sheets from drying out.
' ' Coat a 9-inch pie dish with cooking 
spray.Lay a half sheet of Fillo pastry 
in a pie dish. Spray with nonstick 
cooking spray. Repeat with rest of 
half sheets, fanning out to form 
circle.
Fold and crimp edges. Weigh down 
with pie weights and bake for 10 min­
utes until slightly browned.
Combine dry ingredients in a 
medium bowl. Beat egg substitute or egg 
whites with pumpkin puree. Slowly pour in 
evaporated milk and mix well. Add sugar 
and spices to pumpkin mixture and blend 
thoroughly. Pour into pie crust; bake for an 
hour, or until knife inserted in center comes 
out clean.
On behalf of the members of MSDO, we 
hope you have a Fabulous and Healthy 
Thanksgiving! Enjoy.
First African American CPA V isits MSU
Bérnadine Coles
Elise Bethke 
S ta ff Writer
courtesy of Elise Baker
Beriiadine Coles Gines was the first 
African American CPA in the state of New 
York
On October 15, 2005 the Accounting 
Society hosted Mrs. Bemadine Coles Gines in 
a lecture presentation to the Montclair State 
Accounting Law and Taxation majors. Mrs. 
Gines was welcomed to MSU by Professor 
Frank Aquilino, Chair of. the Department of 
Accounting Law and Taxation and Assistant
Gines Teaches
Professor Larry Lauricella the Accounting 
Society Faculty Coordinator.
Accounting Society President Elise Bethke 
introduced Mrs. Gines who has the distinc­
tion of being the first African-American 
female CPA in New York State, and who was 
celebrating her over 50 years as a member of 
the profession. Mrs. Gines’s amazing story 
was an inspiration to the students to achieve 
the best in their careers regardless of the 
road blocks put in front of them.
A native of Charlottesville, VA., Mrs. 
Gines graduated from Virginia State College 
where she received her BS in Business 
Administration and was ranked first in her 
graduating class. In 1947, at the sugges-
“In 1954 Ms. Gines became 
the first African Ameri­
can female CPA in the 
state of New York and the 
34th African American 
CPA in the United States.”
tion of one of her teachers she came north to 
earn her MBA in accounting from New York 
University.
Students To
At that time the requirements to become 
a Certified Public Accountant (CPA) were 
different than they are now. Three years 
of working experience were required. For 
a young African-American female, finding 
employment in the accounting profession was 
no easy task. At first, the only job available 
was as a bookkeeper for an African-American 
newspaper, The New York Age.
After two years of searching Mrs. Gines 
was able to secure, a position with a small 
two partner firm in New York. This was 
one of the very few firms who would hire an 
African-American woman during that time.
At this small firm Ms. Gines earned the 
required experience and in 1954 she became 
the first African-American female CPA in 
the state of New York and the 34th African- 
American CPA in the United States.
She spent most of her career working in 
the office of the Comptroller of the City of 
New York where she developed an expertise 
with computers.
Mrs. Gines is now retired and does inspi­
rational speaking and offers volunteer tax 
assistance for the AARP. Her sister, Ruth 
Coles Harris followed Mrs. Gines to New York 
in 1949 and also earned an MBA at NYU.
She returned to Virginia and after 13 
years of teaching became the first African- 
American female CPA in Virginia. Both 
Mrs. Gines and Mrs. Harris are featured in 
Theresa Hammond’s book, “A White Collar 
Profession: African American Certified
Never Give Up
Public Accountants Since 1921” (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
2002.)
The purpose of The Accounting Society 
is to promote and encourage study and 
research in the field of accounting and to 
aid in the professional development of its
“Mrs. Gines is now retired 
and does inspirational 
speaking and offers volun­
teer tax assistance for the
AARP”
members.
It sponsors a fall reception to acquaint 
students with the employers who will be 
interviewing on campus, a spring sympo­
sium diner at which outside speakers dis­
cuss current topics in accounting, and three 
meetings each semester such as the one 
featuring Mrs. Gines.
In addition the Society provides tutoring 
in accounting courses, and tax assistance 
to the Montclair community through the 
Internal Revenue Service’s Volunteer Income 
tax Assistance Program which is offered in 
the spring at the Montclair library.
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Jose Ortiz 
Managing Editor
Just because two people have shared a 
sexual experience doesn’t mean that they 
have to share anything else after the deed 
has been done.
You have absolutely no obligation to 
call her and let her know that she was 
only a one-night thing; however, it may 
be the nice and possibly the smart thing 
to do.
If you met this girl at a school or fra­
ternity event, she may be a student here 
atiMSU.
Chances are good that you are 
going to run into her at least once. As 
much as you are probably hop­
ing that she won’t remember 
the guy that took her home, 
to then
make her feel 
cheap, easy 
and obsessive 
by not return­
ing her 
phone calls, 
she definite- 
will remem- 
you, and will, even more 
certainly, give you an ear 
frill.
What you should do is 
return her call like 
a civilized human 
being and explain the 
miscommunication. She’s probably already 
figured it out by now, but I guarantee that 
she would love to hear your confirmation.
By letting her know where you stand, you 
absolve yourself of any misleading and you’ll 
make her feel a lot better about it.
I know that this is much easier to say than . 
do. No guy wants to be the next jerk th a t, 
only wanted a quick lay, but that’s what you , 
were, and it’s better to own up to that sooner . 
rather than later. Yes there will be some yell- 
ing, and possibly some cursing, but one th ing.
there won’t be is a crazy g ir l. 
on your conscience. B y, 
coming clean, you are 
now being a mature adult,, 
and not r u n n in g  away from , 
conflict. Of course it seems , 
easier to run and just avoid her,, 
but the calls will continue to ( 
come in, and when she finally ( 
finds you ...
It’s much better to b e , 
the guy who tells her how . 
it is, rather than le t-. 
ting her figure it , 
out for herself 
There is no reason to , 
coat anything, or try. 
come at her sideways,, 
honest.
much as she w ill, 
'at that moment, she 
you for having the j 
her the truth, 
having sex with
courage to tell 
Technically, 
someone doesn’t mean that you have to ever 
speak to that person again.
This is where the term one-night stand 
comes from.
But if  she’s calling you, it means that she 
wasn’t on the same page with you, and is very 
confused right now.
You have every right to forget about her, 
disregard her phone calls, and avoidher like 
an ex-con avoids the police. But remember 
that just because you have the right doesn’t 
make it right.
Jessica Havery 
A rts & Entertainm ent Editor
College parties, for the most part, are 
a central location consisting of alcohol and 
a variety of choices for a one-night stand. 
People have the tendency to drink too much, 
let go off their inhibitions and grab onto 
the nearest warm body they happen to 
stumble into.
You apparently have stumbled 
into someone who hasn’t  been 
informed of the typical “college” 
party night way of life. This isn’t 
necessarily your fault, however if 
you wanted to restrict your 
interactions with this girl to 
that night, you should have 
said so pre-pulling down the 
pants.
Worse case scenario, you 
return to your residence hall 
to reunite with two of your 
closest friends, Kleenex 
and KY. On the other 
hand, had you asked, 
you might have received 
an all-clear from your potential 
bed buddy to throw caution into the wind, 
cut the strings and enjoy yourself.
My firsthand only, question is why you 
ever gave this girl youj number. If you knew 
ahead of time that you weren’t  interested 
in anything more than a wham-bam-thank 
you-mamn why give this girl your phone 
number, and a false sense of hope.
Had you not divvied out the digits, she 
probably wouldn’t have a fabulous, happily 
ever after daydream in her head, and your 
phone wouldn’t be blowin’ up every other 
hour,.
It probably isn’t right for me to simply
assume that she’s sitting at home rellishing 
every second of your encounter as she choos­
es the names of your unborn children.‘She 
might not be as crazy as you think. There 
are always alternative reasons that she may 
need to contact you.
It’s possible that your recent fling has 
happened upon some medical information she 
feels you might need to know. Or, she could 
be looking for the lost thong that fell 
behind your headboard in the heat of 
the moment. Whatever the reason for 
her persistence, answer your phone. 
If you pick up and suffer through 
an uncomfort­
able, five-min­
ute phone call, 
you’re sure to 
have an 
opportu­
nity to 
end the annoyance 
of her daily calls.
Simply be honest.
Tell her that a 
continued rela­
tionship was not 
part of that night’s 
agenda and apologize 
for having not said so in  
the first place.
You might hurt her feelings, but hurt 
feelings are a part of life. Besides, by now, 
there’s no escaping this situation; she’ll be 
hurt whether you offer an explanation or 
not. At least give her a reason to let go of any 
lingering hope and stop calling.
While I tell you to be honest with her, you 
might want to wait to hear what she .has to 
say before blurting out anything too stupid. 
Wouldyou kick yourself if all she wanted was 
another booty call?
Pledge Branding Continues In U.S.
Aline Mendelsohn 
KRTCampus
As his fraternity brothers heated a wire 
hanger shaped in the form of a Greek letter, 
Matthew Mitchell felt sick to his stomach.
For about 10 seconds, as the metal touched 
his skin, Mitchell gripped a fraternity broth­
er’s arm. It was the worst pain he had ever 
endured. But he chose to feel this pain, and 
later he was glad that he had.
'M itchell, a Phi Beta Sigma member at 
Florida A&M University, was going through 
a ritual known as branding, a burning of the 
skin that results in a scar.
A graduate of Oak Ridge High School in 
Orlando, Fla., Mitchell had considered being 
branded for three years before going through 
with it.
Ultimately, he says, he wanted a physical 
representation of his bond with his fraternity 
a symbol that would be with him forever..
Tm  going to be a Sigma for life, until the 
day I die,” says Mitchell, 23.
Branding has long been a form of body art, 
and in the past century it has emerged as a 
tradition among some black fraternity and 
sorority members. Some Greek organizations 
have policies b an n in g  the practice; others 
don’t prohibit it, but don’t condone it, either.
Fraternity brothers say it comes down to 
an individual choice of expression.
“It’s just like a tattoo,” says Aaron Brown, 
23, Mitchell’s fraternity brother at FAMU. “It 
marks a time and a life, a milestone in your 
life and a commitment to the organization.”
The practice of branding dates back thou­
sands of years, says Sandra Mizumoto Posey, 
a folklorist and professor at California State 
Polytechnic University who has researched 
the subject.
Branding is most commonly associated 
with slaves and cattle. But secret societies 
and religious orders, such as those in ancient 
Greece, also used brands throughout history 
to mark followers, Posey says.
As for the college Greek system, the earli­
est recorded incidence dates back to 1931, but 
because of the secretive nature of fraternities 
and sororities, it is difficult to determine an 
exact timeline, Posey,says.
Although the practice is associated with 
black fraternities, there are exceptions. 
President George W. Bush is rumored to be 
branded with a symbol of his Yale fraternity, 
Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Some believe that the ritual was inspired 
by African scarification traditions. And while 
branding does have ties to slavery, fraternity 
men with brands dismiss that connotation.
It’s hard to determine exactly how many 
black fraternity members have brands, but 
Ricky L. Jones, University of Louisville pro­
fessor and author of Black Haze: Violence, 
Sacrifice, and Manhood in Black Greek-Letter 
Fraternities, estimates that more than half 
do.
Members acquire brands for a number 
of reasons. Brands can display a sense of 
belonging, a mark of the successful comple­
tion of a challenging pledgeship. And they 
can be a symbol of manhood, of toughness.
“It’s one of the most prominent and per­
sonal ways you can adopt something into
your identity,” Posey says. “You are physically 
changing the shape of who you are.”
“It’s an indication: 'I am a member, Tm 
proud of that fact,” says Tamara L. Brown, 
editor of “African American Fraternities and 
Sororities: The Legacy and the Vision,” a book 
that features Posey’s research on branding.
Brands often appear in discreet places 
such as the chest or the left upper arm. But 
when they are visible, bearers often display 
them with pride. Posey points out that on 
the cover of the sports book “Rebound: The 
Odyssey of Michael Jordan,” Jordan appears 
shirtless, showing off his Omega brand.
Louisville professor Jones is a member of 
Kappa Alpha Psi, and has two Kappa brands: 
one on his left arm and one on his chest.
“I saw it as something nothing more dam­
aging than a tattoo,” Jones says.
A brand is different in character than a 
tattoo, however.
It is achieved when a hot iron or piece of 
metal _ often a hanger shaped like a Greek 
letter _ is pressed to the skin for about 10 
seconds. A wound forms in the shape of 
the metal and eventually becomes a scar, 
explains James Spencer, a St. Petersburg der­
matologist and professor at the Mount Sinai 
School of Medicine in New York.
“You’re killing the skin,” Spencer says.
And in doing so, there’s a  risk of infection 
and keloids, puffy scars that are a particular 
risk for African-Americans, Spencer says.
In fraternities, a brother usually performs 
the branding, and it is sometimes a ceremo­
nial event. Members say it  hurts, for sure, but 
opinions on the pain level range from excru­
ciating to a little sting. Some say tattooing is 
more painful.
Most fraternity brothers say branding is 
voluntary, but “certainly there is peer pres­
sure,” says Hank Nuwer, author of “Wrongs of 
Passage: Fraternities, Sororities, Hazing and 
Binge Drinking.”
Hazing researchers say they haven’t heard 
of involuntary instances of branding. Still, 
even some fraternities dislike the practice
“We frown on it,” says Tyrone Patton, 
international grand executive secretary for 
Iota Phi Theta, a black fraternity. “Why 
would any human being sit still and allow 
someone to bum and sear his flesh with a hot 
iron?”
Fraternity brothers counter that the brand 
reflects loyalty to their organizations.
When Brian Jenkins first arrived at the 
University of Central Florida, he viewed 
fraternities only through hard-partying ste­
reotypes.
Yet when Jenkins was introduced to Phi 
Beta Sigma, he changed his view. He saw the 
organization as a way of life and wanted to 
show his affiliation with a brand.
“It . shows Fm part of something big,” 
Je nk in s says.
William Madison expressed a similar sen­
timent.
The brand “represents the lifelong com­
mitment to the ideals of the fraternity,” says 
Madison, 20, a University of Florida junior 
and Oméga Psi Phi member who received his 
brand at the beginning of the semester. “It 
makes me feel like Fm closer to living what 
our fraternity stands for.”
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Being A Team Player in Sports and in Life
Winning is Not About Selfishness or Individuality, I t’s About Team Work
Dr. Rob Gilbert 
Department Of Excersise  
& Physical Eduaction
T.E.A.M. -  Together Everyone Achieves 
More
Once upon a time, it was homecoming 
weekend at a university very much like 
Montclair State University. Ted and Joe 
hadn’t seen each other since graduation day 
25 years ago. Ted, an All American basket­
ball player, had gone on to become one of thè 
most successful and powerful CEOs in the 
country while Joe, the captain of their unde­
feated team, was a minister in town.
“Joe, I want to. thank you for making me 
the success I am today,” the businessman 
said.
“Ted, stop pulling my leg!” said the minis­
ter. “From what I’ve read, you run one of the 
biggest corporations in the country. I didn’t 
have anything to do with that and we haven’t 
seen each other in years.”
“Well, I’m sure you never knew this, but 
it drove me crazy that you were elected team  
captain and I never was,” Ted admitted. “So 
just before graduation, I asked Coach why 
the guys on the team voted for you and not 
me. Coach told me something I’ve never for­
gotten. He said, ‘Ted, you’re the best player 
I’ve ever coached. You’re the highest scorer 
in the school’s history, and you’re a two-time 
All American. Joe doesn’t have half the tal­
ent that you have. But here’s the difference. 
Ted, you were the best player on the team  
while Joe was the best player for the team. 
You wanted to be the best player in the
country while Joe wanted 
to make us the best team  
in the country. Ted, when 
you were on the court, 
you were selfish. Joe was 
always selfless.’
“You know ,. Joe, it 
was tough hearing that 
from the coach,” the CEO 
admitted. “He was being 
so direct and I knew he 
was telling me the truth.
It’s a lesson I had to learn 
and it’s a lesson I’ve never 
forgotten. You see, Coach 
was right. The difference 
between us is that for me, 
it was all about ‘ME,’ and 
for you, it was all about 
‘WE.’ After we graduated,
I  became more like you 
and it helped me to quick­
ly climb the corporate lad­
der.
“The ‘old me’ would 
have wanted my company 
to be the best company in 
the world,” Ted said. “Now 
I strive to make my com­
pany the best company for 
the world. Joe, that’s why 
I need to thank you.”
“I want to thank you, too, Ted” the minis­
ter said warmly.
“For what?”
“You just wrote next Sunday’s sermon for 
me!”
courtesy of msnbcmedia.com
Manu Ginobli (left), Tim Duncan (center) and Tony Parker (right)) won an NBA world championship last sea­
son by playing hard together as a team and being unselfish.
Dr. Donna Dennis, managing partner of 
Leadership Solutions in Princeton, NJ, is one 
of the country’s top experts on leadership. 
Recently, she said, “If you’re a college student 
who wants to get hired and quickly climb the 
corporate ladder, you’d better be a great team
player.”
Need to get motivated? Call Dr. Gilbert’s 
Success Hotline at (973) 743-4690. Messages 
available 24/7/365. New message every 
morning at 7:30.
Tfte Roth 401(l()
January la t A New Retirement Plan
Ajex Wolff & Erna Stummer 
A ssistan t Feature Editor
Bn December 3 1 st, as the ball drops in Times Square, a new invest­ment option will take shape on Wall 
Street, it is the Roth 401(k). This w ill give 
Americans, people with the lowest savings 
rate in the world, another way to invest. 
What separates the Roth 401(k) from the 
traditional. 401(k)? It is the way contribu­
tions are taxed. You make contributions to a 
Roth 401(k) with after tax dollars and when 
withdrawn your money comes out tax free.
If you are a younger , employee and in a 
low income bracket the Roth 401(k) is for 
you. The main reason is because younger 
employee’s incomes are bound to increase 
with time, so why not invest money now and 
take advantage of your lower tax bracket. 
Let’s assume you are eligible to contribute 
to a 401(kj and you have the choice between 
the traditional and the Roth. If you contrib­
ute $15,000 annually into the traditional 
401(k) and over time it grows to $45,000.
At age 59 1/2 when you are eligible to 
withdraw the money supposing a 33% tax 
bracket you w ill end up with approximately 
$30,000. On the flip side, making the same 
assumptions, but with the Roth 401(k), a 
$15,000 contribution (you will need roughly 
$22,500, since you pay taxes up front) when 
the money is withdrawn you will get to keep 
the full $45,000.
It is a choice of instant gratification or 
future gratification. With the traditional 
401(k) you can lower you taxable income but 
with the Roth you receiver a biggei chunk of 
change at the end. Paying taxes now with 
a Roth 401(k) maybe the best choice since 
many tax professionals predict the tax rates 
to rise in order to pay off America’s growing 
budget deficit.
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Lots of Love To Go Around At MSU
‘Big Love’ Shows The Danger of Arranged Marriages
Hannah Rolfes 
S ta ff Writer
Not everyone can fall in love, but those 
who do find it difficult to resist its power. 
In marriage, it takes a willing spirit to give 
yourself and to care of one another. Both 
men and women face challenges in love and 
compatibility, though they confront different 
obstacles.
Big Love, an MSU Theater production 
under the direction of Jorge Cacheiro, reveals 
the romance, complications and horror that 
come with marriage. Fifty Greek sisters flee 
to Italy to escape a marriage contract that 
binds them into marrying their cousins.
None of the women want an arranged 
marriage to men they do not know nor love. 
The sisters seek refuge in the house of Bella 
with her sons, Piero and Gulliano. Piero, a 
suave Italian, agrees to accept the sisters, 
but only after they threaten to hang them­
selves on his balcony.
Unfortunately, the journey of the sisters 
ends in vain. Their cousins, newly American 
citizens, follow them to Italy. The entrance of 
the cousins Constantine, Oed and Nikos via 
helicopter was, by far, the most impressive 
entrance in the play. The three men dropped 
from the “sky* and strolled in slow-motion 
down the stage with Top Gun-esque style.
Once the men find their promised wives, 
they reveal their true natures. Constantine, 
the most aggressive of the brothers, is deter­
mined to marry his bride, even against her
will;
Played by David 
M u r g it t r o y d ,
Constantine com­
plains about the 
unfair expecta­
tions of men. To 
him, a man should 
not be expected to 
“civilize” his con­
trolling nature 
in the presence 
of a woman. In 
his performance 
M u r g it t r o y d  
slipped natu­
rally. from the 
comedic virility  
of Constantine to 
the darker, more 
primitive impulses 
of his character.
In contrast 
to Constantine,
N ikos (Tim  
Hackney) shows 
a far more gentle, 
even shy affec­
tion towards his destined bride Lydia (Jackie
Neitz) Because Face**with the P«> sp«ct o f  m a rry in g  a  c o m p le te  s tra n g e r, f ifte e n  
of his respectful
approach, Lydia cannot help but let herself 
fall into the grips of love. Still faced with the 
prospect of marrying a complete stranger, the 
sisters decide to take a proactive influence on 
their futures; they kill every husband before 
the wedding cake settles in their stomachs.
The wedding scene begins as most wed­
dings, filled with a gorgeous array of flowing 
bridal gowns, elaborately constructed cake, 
and vibrant flowers. The set design of Fred 
Kinney included rows of flowers that emerged
courtesy of montclalr.edu
brides choose to kill their husbands during their wedding nights.
from the stage to create a field of snow 
white blossoms.
In this field, the brides, dressed in 
fabulous gowns by costume design­
er Chelsea Harriman, and grooms 
joined hands in a marriage dance 
sequence choreographed by Sebastian 
Smeureanu. As instantly as the aes-
SEE ‘BIG LOVE' ON P. 11
Aniston’s New Movie Runs Off Track
Through Audience's Intelligence
Lucinda Harris (Jennifer Aniston) feels violated by a poor script and lousy direction in 
Derailed.
\Derailed’ Smashes
Peter Schaus
A ssistan t A rts & Entertainm ent Editor
D era iled
Dir. Mikael Hafstrom 
Starring Clive Owen and 
Jennifer Aniston !
★  '3 0 "
From the moment writer Stuart Beattie 
put the movie’s title at the top of the screen­
play, Derailed was doomed to fail. Derailed 
is an awful movie. No, awful is too fair a 
word for a movie as disgusting and ugly as 
Derailed. It’s a misfire of such epic propor­
tions that it seems as if  the filmmakers tried 
their absolute hardest to make the worst 
possible movie imaginable.
Derailed has accomplished the daunting 
task of presenting characters with no dis- 
cemable intentions whatsoever. The charac­
ters make decisions so illogical that it seems 
u n likely that anyone involved with the movie 
had a shred of understanding about the 
human condition. The script is not a movie 
script but a C liffs Notes version of the mythi­
cal book of cliches.
To call Derailed a “train-wreck” would 
be too easy, but since the movie has no 
qualms about playing to such a baser level, it 
deserves the lowest blow.
Derailed tells the story of Charles Schine’s 
(Clive Owen) descent into a mid-life crisis. 
His marriage is on the rocks, as his preco­
cious daughter Amy (Addison Timlin) is
quick to point out when his wife won’t kiss him  
goodbye on his way to work.
Amy is suffering from terminal diabetes, 
which means that at some point in the movie 
she will suffer a medical emergency that will 
force Charles to regain perspective on his 
life. Amy needs one of those fictional curerall 
movie operations that’s too expensive for the 
fictional movie insurance company to pay for. 
Instead of pursuing his dream of teaching, 
Charles works at an advertising firm so that 
he can pay for Amy’s operation.
However, things start to look up for Charles 
when he meets Lucinda Harris (Jennifer 
Aniston), a fellow business executive with 
familiar troubles of her own who rides the 
morning train with him.
The two do not engagé in conversation,
but spout out clever movie dialogue 
directed towards each other. After a 
few scenes of forced chemistry, we see 
that Lucinda and Charles’ intentions 
are coital and that an affair is inevi­
table.
At the precise moment that Lucinda 
unzips Charles’ fly, the motel door 
swings open and in walks our one­
dimensional, grimacing movie villain 
LaRouche (Vincent Cassel) to rob 
them. When LaRouche discovers their 
secret, he decides to blackmail Lucinda 
and Charles and take the money that 
Charles set aside for his daughter’s 
operation.
SEE ‘DERAILED’ ON P. 10
Automobile 
Accidents: 
All The Rage 
In Milan?
courtesy of gawker.com
Peter Schaus
A ssistan t A rts & Entertainm ent Editor
Industry moguls have been scouring 
Hollywood for the next big thing. They 
need look no further than Lindsay 
Lohan and Paris Hilton.
Always the latest trendsetters, 
parental substance abuse problems 
and internet pornography have been 
to them as Jimmy Choos were to Sarah 
Jessica Parker and drunken belliger­
ence was to Courtney Love.
On two separate occasions in recent 
weeks, both Hilton and Lohan have 
been involved in minor traffic mis­
haps, which bpgs the question: Are car 
crashes about to sweep the nation? The 
answer: They already have.
Designated drivers have become as 
passé as trucker hats and fashionably- 
dressed youngsters have taken their 
keys out of the big bowl all in the name 
of glamour.
Children across the country have 
abandoned stripping their Barbies 
naked to play “Car Accident.” Countless 
Big Wheèls have been totaled and cov­
ered with ketchup as their prepubescent 
Owners scream, “Oh my god! There’s 
been, a terrible accident! Somebody call 
the police!”
Spectators at Fashion Week were 
treated to a parade of vehicular 
destruction-themed couture, included 
headdresses made from pieces of shat­
tered windshield and trains of dangling 
headlights.
Displays of shattered cars by drunk 
drivers, usually shown at high schools 
during prom season, have found new 
life as high demand art pieces at A-list 
celebrity parties.
Even Crash proved to be the motion 
picture sleeper hit of the year. A well- 
made film  that deserved its accolades 
or pop culture candy? My sources say 
it’s the latter.
This automobile disaster fascination. 
has been rivaled only by the Titanic 
phenomenon that swept the American 
public in 1998. .However, its strength 
comes from accessibility. You can’t sink 
an ocean liner in your backyard but 
anyone with a license can join in the 
fun.
For two public figures whose only 
contributions to the artistic world have 
been fruit for rubbernecking, it seems 
oddly appropriate that Paris Hilton 
and Lindsay Lohan have made car 
accidents the next big thing. But what’s 
next? Autoerotic asphyxiation? We’ll 
just have to stay tuned.
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DERAILED
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A film is already in hot water when the 
central conflict of the plot can be solved 
with logical reasoning. Clearly, Lucinda 
and Charles should file a confidential police 
report instead of placating the villain and 
putting Amy’s life (and their own) in jeop­
ardy. The film refuses to allow the tension 
of the story to arise organically by exploring 
the paranoid delusion that comes with some­
one having their secret discovered. Instead, 
Derailed takes a manipulative approach 
to its storytelling, including a grisly rape 
scene between Lucinda and LaRouche so
storytelling material by exploring the psy­
chological ramifications of that fateful eve­
ning. Derailed blatantly ignores any attempt 
at logical reasoning and chooses instead to 
tw ist the story to fit the filmmaker’s agen­
da.
What they are left with are one-dimen­
sional characters acting in irrational ways 
for reasons unknown to them or the audi­
ence. Even irrational behavior can make for 
an interesting film (look at Taxi Driver), but 
Derailed plays like a greatest hits reel of the 
cliches and plot conventions of thrillers in the
cally floats in a body of water and the 
killer becomes uneasy. Then there’s the Fatal 
Attraction  retread when LaRouche visits 
Charles’ unsuspecting wife under false pre­
tenses and Charles is forced to silently obey 
to avoid dropping the ball.
Derailed is at its absolute lowest when it 
tries to get away with being unimaginative 
and generic by injecting itself with the self- 
referential comic irony of Scream. Rather 
than fully developing LaRoucbe’s character, 
he acknowledges his presence as the stereo­
typical villain in what Beattie 
thinks is snappy dialogue.
The detective prototype of 
the movie goes through all 
the typical motions, but is 
given a distinctive character 
trait to look like more than 
just a plot device to create 
tension for Charles.
He is a baseball fanatic 
and can repeat the highlights 
of Barry Bonds’ career at a 
moment’s notice. Although it 
has nothing to do with the 
movie, five irreplaceable min­
utes of our lives are spent on 
it.
What Derailed fails to 
realize is that the reason 
Scream got away with such 
nodding win k s  was that they 
enhanced an already well- 
done film  with fully-fleshed 
out characters. The ironic 
spirit of Derailed only adds 
insult to injury.
In order to fairly critique
“Derailed blatantly 
ignores any attempt 
at logical reasoning and 
chooses instead to tw ist 
the story to fit the 
filmmaker’s agenda.”
the actor’s performances, one has to reveal 
a major plot tw ist that the audience can spot 
during the opening credits. Needless to say, 
someone isn’t who they say they are and are 
deceiving the other person in a way so overt 
that it seems as if  everyone in the world of 
the film has been given a lobotomy not to 
notice.
Jennifer Aniston, Clive Owen and Vincent 
Cassel are wonderful actors in their own 
right and w ill redeem themselves once the 
memory of Derailed fades away.
Unfortunately, the problems of the movie 
are so far beyond them that regardless of 
how hard they try, none of them can come out 
of the movie unscathed.
There are some bad movies that deserve 
attention. Watching Xanadu or Showgirls 
can be more entertaining than watching a 
genuinely good movie.
Derailed has no redeeming- qualities. 
Derailed isn’t even worthwhile enough to use 
as background noise while falling asleep to 
the ABC Midnight Movie. Derailed is playing 
at theaters across the country then quickly 
moving to the $6.99 DVD bin at Best Buy.
_________
Jennifer Aniston and Clive Owen band together to 
the abysmal Derailed.
courtesy of about.com 
i it through the worst career decision of their lives in
Perk up your w ardrobe at
CafeCouture.com
The hottest designers for men and woman including: 
1921 Jeans, Tag Jeans, Rebel Yell, Free People, Fresh 
Los Angeles, Je-Lee, Saint Grace, Peoples Liberation, 
Farmer Jeans, Havaianas, Johnny Was and more.
Check out our celebrity style section with designer 
clothing as seen on Jessica Simpson.
Enter in “Montclair” in the promo code area o f your 
order and receive 25% off your entire order.
F R E E  US ground shipping.
Have a question? Contact us at
914-424-6495
or send us an email to
EmailCafeCouture @ aol.com
After much flirting, Jennifer Aniston and Clive Owens’s  characters give into temptation 
until a freak occurence with a random observer threatens to destroy the couple.
sharing your 
on the latest CD, 
lOvie, or book release?
fc5me a writer for Arts and Entertainment!
Contact jess:
973'655-&ÿ
MSUArts@gmail.com
www.themontclarion.org
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From "PI# Bottom of T 1# Barrel
A look Back At Five Movies That Barely Scraped By
A R T S
Calendar
M ovie Releases
Peter Schaus
A ssistan t A rts & Entertainm ent Editor
In honor of the dismal failure of Derailed, 
The Montclarion would like to invite you 
to join us as we wade through some of the 
cinematic septic tank explosions of recent 
years.
5 It says a lot about the potential of a movie when the star, Kim Basinger, willingly bankrupts herself and pays 
the filmmakers $3.5 million dollars just to 
avoid being in the final product. Like most 
movies, Boxing Helena explores the options 
that someone must fa« 
their affection has thei| 
else. Rather than star 
and blast Peter Gabi|
Nick (Julian Sands)
(Sherilyn Fenn) by kid 
off her arms and legs,! 
box in his foyer like a I 
display. Boxing Helenf 
when Helena returns i 
spying him engage in acglllffl5?t$JiP§€&i<§c§?f0 
with a day player in the next room.
4From Justin to Kelly is the reimagining of the beach party movies of the 1950’s that compelled millions of Americans to 
retract their votes for American Idol winners 
Justin Guarini and Kelly Clarkson. Justin 
and Kelly are unrealistic as human beings 
and the topical nature of the plot (Justin 
and Kelly communicate via text message) 
was already dated upon its release. However,
thetic beauty of the scene had reached it 
pinnacle, chaos erupted.
Brides, armed with daggers and butcher 
knives chased the grooms across the stage 
with fewer grooms emerging with each tran­
sition. The men’s bodies dropped to the floor 
dripping with blood that splattered onto 
the virginal white gowns of the murderous 
brides..
Yet, this grotesque display of violence did 
not induce vomiting but laughter as Tammy 
Wynette’s “Stand by Your Man” accompanied 
the dance macabre. The only man left alive 
was Nikos, saved by Lydia’s love for him. The 
sisters, who accuse Lydia of betrayal, almost 
turn their blades on their sister until Bella
worth the admission price alone is Katherine 
Bailess as Kelly’s best friend and requisite 
hussy, Alexa. Her stilted line reading of the 
keen observation about Justin and Kelly’s 
relationship (“I tried my hardest to keep y’all 
apart, you just kept gettin’ back together... 
and I’m the queen of connivin”) honestly 
conveys the true nature of love.
3 Swept Away proves that Madonna will do any project, even singing the theme from Ice Castles and making 
balloon animals for your cousin Milo’s Bar 
Mitzvah at the Jewish Community Center in 
Allenhurst, NJ, if the money is green enough 
and the check is certified. Swept Away, which 
disgustingly glorifies rape and domestic 
abuse, isn’t even worthwhile enough to watch 
Madonna’s valiant but ultimately fruitless 
attempts to act her way out of a wet paper 
bag. The movie commits the cardinal sin of 
bad movies in that it’s completely boring and 
unwatchable.
2 Director Robert Greenwald sets the tone of Xanadu in the first five min­utes by having his leading lady, Olivia 
Newton-John, reveal herself by roller-skat­
ing out of a  brick wall while lit up like a 
neon bar sign. Poor Gene Kelly, star and 
creator of the classic Singin’ in the Rain, 
never got the opportunity to redeem his 
performance as lecherous club-owner, Danny 
McGuire, before his death. Despite the hit 
Soundtrack, which featured songs by John 
and the Electric Light Orchestra, Xanadu 
flopped and coined the famous one sentence
BIG LOVE
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intervenes. She admits that the sisters had 
no other option than to murder their hus­
bands, but that Lydia should not be penal­
ized for submitting to a force greater than 
herself.
Lydia and Nikos have a child-like inno­
cence that allows them to let themselves fall 
in love, like a child lets an adult hold his 
hand when he crosses the street.
Lydia’s sister, Thyona (Nina Law) does not 
have that complacency. Law, wearing com­
bat boots beneath her strapless bridal gown, 
was able to convey Thyona’s insecurity with 
love through her defensive facade. Thyona’s 
distrust for others and refusal to submit to 
love shows that not everyone can be married,
review, “In a word—Xana-don’t.”
1 Saved by the Bell alu m n u s Jessie Spano (Elizabeth Berkley) dropped her diet, pills, feminist philosophy and under­
wear in the 1995 cinematic catastrophe, 
Showgirls. Though the quality of the film  
rivaled curdled milk, there isn’t an imamus­
ing moment in the 128 minute running time. 
The irony-free dialogue by Basic Instinct?s Joe 
Eszterhas includes gems like “You got Some­
thing wrong with your nipples?” Elizabeth 
Berkley’s failed attempts at eroticism has 
her coming off looking like she’s going into 
epilectic shock. Through half the movie, her 
spectators don’t know whether to tip her or 
hand her a wooden spoon. Along with Citizen 
Kane, all movie buffs should be required to 
watch Showgirls for the indelible landmark 
it has made on American cinema.
courtesy of badmovles.org
which Bella believes is fine for some.
Big Love offers a glimpse at the multifac­
eted emotion of love. The men and women 
both have difficulty meeting what is expect­
ed of them. The women are expected to be 
submissive while the men are supposed to 
show civil compassion. The behavior of the 
men and women also contradicts the expect­
ed. Constantine believes that women should 
adapt to the “true” nature of civility that men 
must conquer the opposition.
However, it is the women that spill the 
blood of the men. Both sexes have the poten­
tial for horrible deeds. But, the salvation for 
humanity as it was for Nikos and Lydia lies 
with love.
1 yafiry?<m<er and  
1$ o f U ro l 
Dir. Mike Newell 
Starring Daniel Radcliffeahd 
Robbie Coltrane
f $ | ! \
Dir. James Mañifpiá 
Starring Joaquin Phoenix and 
■ Reese Witherspoon
Som e H earts
, : Madonna
C o n fe ssio n s o n  a  D ance F lo o r
460 Bloomfield Ave.
973-509-0083www.divisioneast.com
NOW BIGGER
ANOBETTER j ¡
IN MONTCLAIR!
SKATEBOARDS 
SNOW BOARDS 
LIMITED EDITION 
SNEAKERS ...TT  
FINEST S E L iftr iO N  
OF APPAREL FOR MEN, 
WOMEN, AND CHILDREN! MONTCLAIR STATE’S VERY OWNJersey Dave Photo :N¡ck Ceglia
Thursday 17 "
311 with Alien Ant Farrn- 
Hammerstein Ballroom 
Bruce Springstein- Continental Arena
Friday 18
Alanis Morisette- Roseland Ballroom] 
tndia.arie- Apoilo Theater
Saturday 1st'
Bad Religion-Starland Ballroom 
Edwin McCain- B.B King's
Sunday 20 .
Ashlee Simpson- North Fork Theatre 
at Westbury 
Converge-. Stone Pony
„ Monday 21
U2- Madison Square Garden 
Bauhaus- Starland Ballroom
Tuesday 22
O.A.R.- Starland Ballroom 
, Journey- Beacon Theatre
Wednesday 23 
Fall Out Boy- Ritacco Center
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Hats Off To Online’s Ragnarök
Jessica Sproviero 
A ssistan t Graphies Editor
R a gn arök  Online
http://iro.fâgnarokonlms.tarti 
Pteyefs: Thousands
★  ★ ★ ★ ★
Why spend hours improving your actual 
social life when you could join the thousands 
already on Ragnarok Online? This online 
community has been in existence since the 
fall of 2002, and has been improving since 
then.
As far as the genre ofMMORPGs (Massive 
Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game) goes, 
Ragnarok shouldn’t  stand out. Their job 
classes are not unique, the battle system is 
uncomplicated, and there is no permanent 
story line. Despite these flaws, Ragnarok 
has managed to consume a good part of my 
free time over the past year. It pould be that 
these familiar elements are what draw me 
back to the game.
Every character starts out as a novice 
with hair color, hair style, gender, and base 
attribute points, all of which can be Cus­
tomized. At that point, they can complete a 
quest depending on which class they choose 
to become: swordsman, mage, archer, black­
smith, thief or a merchant. From there you
can evolve up two more classes. The only 
drawback is that you can only have five 
characters on each of the four servers. Who 
needs an archer anyway? Each class has 
their own skills that you can master as you 
gain experience points.
There are two separate meters that gauge 
experience: Base level and Class level. Base 
level controls your attribute points while 
Class level controls your skills. This is most 
useful in the middle of the game when it 
takes over an hour to level up once. Because 
each meter is  independent of the other, it cuts 
the time wading through droning minion 
battle to gain that new technique or increase 
your vitality points.
The first few levels go fast. Nine levels 
until you can choose your class and complete 
your first quest. After that, the learning 
curve becomes progressively steeper. You 
can enter other world areas at any time, 
just don’t get ahead of yourself. Traveling 
in groups is key; grab a few friends, a guild 
or'start saving up for that next weapon with 
+40 atk. It w ill eventually take you an hour 
to level up. The ability to change class is 
what keeps the game interesting.
The game play is simply beautiful. The 
2D anime pixel characters on 3D back­
grounds are adorable. It’s not necessary for 
every game to break ground with graphic 
advancements. The scenery is beautiful and 
each dungeon and town has its own distinc-
tive look. The music? is calming and appro­
priate, but as with any repeating loop, will 
eventually be too much. Walk away, go have 
a sandwich, and you’ll be set to play for a few 
more hours if the music gets to you.
Go to http://iro.ragnarokonhne.com and 
download the installers. Emancipate up the 
extra gig on your PC and make time to 
install the free demo. There is a small fee, 
but it’s still cheaper than other MMORPGs 
out there right now. Always expanding and 
evolving with its players Ragnarok is defi­
nitely worth investing a few hours.
Platform: PC Genre: MMORPG Publisher: Gravity Corporation US Release Date: 8.31.02 Current Price: Free Trial
Sororities W anted To Sponsor Wed, Thurs, and Fri. Nights
E-M ail FatsoFogartys@ aol.com
■ W H p M  «1. V A R O A s ilS p ^ J W C S  T O D A Y 'S  "■—  H IP - H O P , D A IS lo e lm N O  R O C K  
FOR B-DAY PARTY SPEC IA LS  EM AIL TO : FATSOFOGARTYS@ AOL.COM
SHOT GIRLS SERVING....
$1 JELLO SHOTS, $2 SOCO + LIME AND BLACK HAUS SHOTS, $4 YAGER BOMBS
584 RIDGE RD NORTH ARUNGTON, NJ 
WWW.FATSOS.COM
DANCING ON THE BAR FOR OVER 26 YEARS  
NJ'S BEER FONG HEADQUARTERS
584 RIDGE RD NORTH ARLINGTON. NJ • WWW.FATSOS.COM 
D A N C IN G  O N  T H E  B A R  F O R  O V E R  2 6  Y E A R S !
N J ’S  B E E R  P O N G  H E A D Q U A R T E R S
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DATES AND TIMES:
N ovem ber 16, 18, 19 at 7:30pm
A New York/New Jersey Premiere
“Where can adventurous audiences find the next home of bold, 
large-scale experimental theatre? Would you believe Montclair, N.J.?”
-THE NEW YORK TIMES
No Charge for MSU Undergrads through Performing Arts Fee. For tickets or more information
Discounts for MSU staff, faculty, graduate students and alumni. please call 9 7 3 * ,6 5 5 ,“5 1 1 2
Convenient parking located adjacent to the Kasser Theater. 0r check online at
Direct train and bus service available weekdays. W W W .IH O V ltC la ir .0 d ll /k a S S e r
M A I N  E N T  R A N C E ,  N O R M A  L  A V E  . M O N T C L A I R ,  N E W  J  «= R S  *  Y

2005 __________  SPECIAL SECTION
The only certain thing in college is “Guys definitely use alcohol as a way to 
intoxication. No one knows when, or if, they get close to women,” said MSU undergrad 
w ill graduate, how their GPA w ill look in John Carl. “It makes the girl and the guy 
four years, who they w ill be sleeping with relax and open up a little bit. It’s easier to 
and most of the time, students aren’t even talk to anyone when they are little looser.” 
sure of their majors. However, alm ost every According to a website called The
college student.has brought a can of beer Sobering Truth, 90 percent of all campus 
to their lips at some point in their young rapes occur when alcohol has been used 
lives. by either the assailant or the victim. In
According to the Alcohol Abuse Initiative addition as many as 70 percent of college 
website, college students consume an esti- students have admitted to having engaged 
mated four billion cans of beer annually, in sexual activity primarily as a result of 
In total, they drink 430 million gallons of being under the influence of alcohol, 
alcohol, which is enough to fill an Olympic It’s certainly not a stretch to say that 
sized pool at every university in the United both men and women act more incoher- 
States. ently as a result of alcohol intoxication.
The fact of the matter is that alcohol is Drinking and driving, severe depression, 
everywhere and students, whether they are and decreased academic scores are all com- 
under age or are of age, are consuming it mon results of alcohol abuse. But MSU may 
regularly. Some students have even argued be able to make sure they don’t add to the 
that imposing the age lim it only encourages 300,000 plus college students that w ill be 
children to drink earlier. injured in drinking and driving accidents
Diana Figueiredo, an 18-year-old fresh- by selling alcohol on campus, 
man says that thè age lim it does nothing to This would allow students to drink in  
stop students from drinking. “I think that the comfort of their own homes while only 
because of the age lim it, it makes people having to take a few shuttle buses to stock 
drink more,” she said. “The fact that you’re up. The point is that students are going to 
more restricted makes me want to do it drink regardless of where they have to go, 
even more. The bottom Une is that if  I want this is something the University could do to 
it, I’m going to get it.” make it just a Uttle safer.
Almost every week The Montclarion’s  “I don’t know how much it would help 
police blotter is filled with alcohol related if  the University had a bar or something 
crimes from underage drinking to just like that,” said Detective Santiago. “We 
possession, this is a dry campus, after all. are fortunate enough to not have had many 
Alcohol not only causes problems for the driving accidents on campus. But that’s not 
individual students at MSU, but for those to say that they aren’t getting into accidents 
surrounding them, University police, and off campus either.” 
possibly Residence Life as well. In 2004 “Montclair is probably no different than 
there were 71 liquor law violations on cam- any other university in the country,” said 
pus. The total was by far the most, with 57 MSU Coordinator of Student Conduct* 
burglary law violations coming in second. Susanne E. Ferrin. “Alcohol use is still a 
“In most of the cases when people are concern and it’s still taken very seriously.” 
getting in trouble on campus with either Another part of the college student that 
vandalism, or sexual assault or anything is being affected by drinking is their pock- 
else, when you look at the origin of the ets. The average college student spends 
incident it’s after a night of drinking,” said approximately $900 per year on alcohol 
MSU Detective Lenny Santiago. (mostly beer), while they spend just $450
Being intoxicated can be fun and can on school books and supplies. But a heavy 
add to fun, _ Losing inhibitions, feeling night of drinking can also affect their per- 
more relaxed and unwinding are all some formance in class the next morning, 
of the perks to getting drunk. But aside. “People forget that alcohol is a depres- 
from throwing up at 3:00 in the morning or sant, and even if  you don’t realize it, alcohol 
waking up with a hangover, there are many stays in your system for a very long time,” 
other residual affects of alcohol abuse or said Friedman-Lombardo. “Depending on 
binge drinking. ' how late the student was drinking they
Dr. Jaclyn Friedman-Lombardo, Director could still be legally drunk in class the next 
of MSU’s Counseling and Psychological morning. This, of course, would affect the 
Services (CAPS) says that binge drinking student’s ability to concentrate.” 
and alcohol abuse are larger problems than There’s certainly nothing wrong with a 
college students might believe. drink here and there. It’s legal, fun and
“I think that people underestimate can be nice after a long week of classes, 
the dangers of alcohol,” said Friedman- There are cultures around the world where 
Lombardo. “I have seen plenty of people 15 and 16-year-olds áre enjoying beers at 
who are in  their late’teens and early twen- dinner with their fam ilies, and for them, 
ties who are struggling with very serious drinking becomes an act relaxation rather 
consequences from their substanoe abuse.” than one of intoxication. It’s important to 
The fact that there isn’t any alcohol find that line and to know where you stand 
distributed on Montclair State University’s in regards to it.
campus means that outside bars and frater- Alcohol impairs our judgment, there’s 
nity/sorority parties are, in part, the way no denying that, but we must all realize 
that under age students are drinking. that we are ultimately responsible for our 
Sex and assualt influenced by alcohol actions because the consequences come no 
consumption are a few of the dangers facing matter what your blood alcohol content is. 
women at these parties and at bars.
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Tattoos have become increasingly popu­
lar from one generation to the next. Despite 
their popularity in our culture today, people 
still believe them to be unique, bold state­
ments; with a story behind each one.
Tattoos are one of the few permanent 
alterations one can do to one’s own body. 
Even piercings have the ability to be taken 
out and close up eventually.
For most people today, body art seems 
to be a rite of passage they take once they 
hit 18-years-old, the legal age to receive the 
tattoo without parental permission.
Though 18 is the standard age for stu­
dents to let their rebellious side out, a few 
people risk going into the city with fake 
identification before that. Circumventing 
the legal process is definitely a way of show­
ing that parents don’t have total control 
over your body anymore, even if  they never 
see a discreetly placed tattoo. For some the 
risk is worth it, but most wait it out.
Waiting until you no longer need a note 
from a parent appears to add rebellious 
flare to the increasing trend. Let’s face it, 
unless your parents want to spend about 
$10,000, and possibly scar your body even 
worse, there’s not much they can do after 
the fact.
Normally, as part of this rite of passage, 
a few friends accompany you to a local 
tattoo parlor to help you pick your design 
and suffer through the fear and pain of 
your first trip. It is actually very rare to 
find someone who got his or her first tattoo 
alone.
Kerry Cosgrove, an anthropology major 
with eight tattoos, said she is w illing to go 
with people, but believes it is unnecessary 
to make friends sit through hours of inking 
after the first few visits.
After making the big decision to get
something permanently placed on your 
body, a person must decide what exactly 
they want the design to look like.
People may choose their design for aes­
thetic value, deep meaning or to make a 
statement of loyalty. No matter what the 
reason, the owner of the tattoo w ill gladly 
sit down and discuss the meaning and 
events that led up to the decision.
It’s easy to identify trendy styles in 
the tattoo world. Popular patterns include 
Chinese symbols, tribal art and, most 
recently, the lower-back designs.
The more ‘elitist’ tattoo enthusiast might 
frown on such popular culture while the 
rest embrace it until it’s taken too far. The 
tattoo savvy believe that tattoos of a wide­
ly accepted nature cheapen the art form. 
Designs chosen for their design/beauty, 
memories and even those that show brand 
loyalty are preferable to most people.
Claire Cerbie, an anthropology major 
with four tattoos, exemplifies this with her 
attitude towards symbolic Chinese tattoos. 
“People don’t even know what their symbol 
means because no one ever does research!”
The most recent popular places for 
females to get tattoos are the hip and the 
lower back which are easily hidden or dis­
played depending on the situation.
This trend, showing conservatism  
despite the nature of tattoos, certainly 
helps your chances at most job interviews if  
you’re not displaying any body art.
Most companies w ill require you to cover 
up body art, as is the case with Janet 
Palacio, an anthropology major with five 
tattoos. Four tattoos of her family names 
that form bracelets around both wrists 
must be covered with either watches or a 
long sleeve shirt at her waitressing job.
Most other students have tattoos placed
When it comes to tattoos, most people 
put a great amount of thought into the 
design that w ill become a permanent-part 
of their body.
A design is often 
chosen to repre­
sent an aspect of a 
person’s life that he 
or she is passionate 
about.
Christopher Kuretich,
Residence Hall director 
and known poet, said the 
tattoo he had designed for 
his forearm was inspired by 
his poem “Poetic Bloodline.”
The poem tells the story of 
how Kuretich attributes his 
writing abilities to God, who 
poured hints of poetic talent 
from other, historically famous 
writers into his bloodstream.
The tattoo has a fountain 
pen laid across the letter ‘G’,
in more inconspicuous locations, making 
daily disguises unnecessary.
There are, of course, negative experi­
ences once in a while.
Almost everyone has heard that it is bad 
luck to get the name of a significant other 
permanently marred on his or her body. An 
anonymous student had the name of her 
fiancé inked onto her hip.- After they broke 
up, she had to get a larger tattoo, a lotus 
flower about 4.5 inches by 6, to cover up the 
area. This time-consuming procedure set 
her back a few hundred dollars.
I f someone is set on having a name 
transfered into body art, a more prudent 
choice would be the name of someone who 
does not have the ability or desire to leave 
you. One option would be a close family 
member or a deceased loved one.
Amy Mastroieni, an anthropology major 
with one tattoo, had a lotus flower designed 
by a friend’s artist only to regret it. She 
doesn’t regret her decision to get a tat­
too, she simply isn’t happy with the tattoo 
artist’s floral design. Displeased with her
design, she hopes to make an appointment 
elsewhere so that it can be covered up.
Other tales o f woe include procedures 
where colors were inked incorrectly or 
insufficiently. Horror stories like this tend 
to drive potential newcomers away. The 
amount of pain, money and risk makes a 
tattoo impractical for the more conventional 
individual.
On average, it costs about $10,000 to 
remove a tattoo over multiple sessions with 
the looming possibility of indelible scar­
ring. Though many people don’t consider 
this before jumping beneath the needle, it 
is apparant that many people don’t consider 
their design either.
Perhaps students should put a little  
more thought into their fin al choices before 
altering their bodies. Or maybe not. If you 
can’t take the pain, or you’re simply indeci­
sive, there are always alternatives such as * 
temporary tattoos or henna.
Could you live with that dolphin on your 
belly button forever?
representing his pen name, Gemineye. 
Surrounding the pen, in pools of red ink, 
are the names of poets and writers who 
have influenced him in his writing.
Names ranging from 
Maya Angelou, to 
Langston Hughs to 
Ernest Hemingway, serve 
as a daily reminder of 
the greatness that can be 
achieved if  one works hard 
and is passionate about 
thier goals.
The tattoo, an origi­
nal design created by Joey 
Germinario at Underground 
Tattoo in Seacaucus, isn’t the 
result of a rebellious, alcohol- 
induced college student.
It’s a tangible dream, a 
bit of phenomenal inspiration 
and just a small teste of the 
greatness that Kuretich expect 
}f himself.
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Wearing pajamas to class has been the 
trademark fashion statem ent of college 
students across America since two-piece 
pajamas were invented. Sure, it’s easy- just 
wake up and go, no fuss made. Well, have 
you been wondering why that person you’re 
staring at in your 8:00 a.m. class hasn’t 
asked you out yet, or why your professor 
can’t  seem to take you seriously? The rea­
son may be the rhinoceros print fleece paja­
mas you got at Macy’s’ last winter sale.
Undeclared sophomore Sharon Schwartz 
thinks pajamas are okay to wear-as long as 
they don’t look like pajamas. “When people 
are wearing what are obviously pajamas, 
like plaid or print, it looks sloppy. Cute 
sweatpants and a sweatshirt are okay to 
wear in public,” said Schwartz.
Sure, it looks cool when you see the Olsen 
twins or Brad Pitt dressed in clothes' resem­
bling that of a 
homeless per­
son, but they 
can, they’re 
celebrities. So 
to avoid fur­
ther second 
glances and 
w h is p e r in g  
behind your 
back, here are 
some tips to 
dress like a 
celebrity and 
not the home- 
le ss^ re se m -  
bling kind, 
without need­
ing the celeb­
rity salary.
For a 
fun night out, 
(and I’m not 
talking about 
a night - at 
Joey’s, Doc’s 
or Celebrities), lacey feminine tops are in 
for women and can he complimented with 
jeans and embellished heels. Going to a 
fancy dinner? The little black dress is back, 
but don’t forget to accessorize this simple 
look with a dramatic necklace adorned in 
pearls, rhinestones or ribbons.
Girls, are you sick and tired of your 
gigantic purse weighing you down when 
you’re trying to have a fun night out? Do 
you get aggravated when you have to keep 
checking your bra or pockets to make sure 
your money and I.D* are still in it? To avoid 
these fun-killers, buy a small, embroidered 
clutch. They’re big enough to fit all of your 
feminine necessities, including make-up 
and money, yet small enough so that it won’t 
bother you when you’re dancing up a storm. 
Today’s embroidered and beaded clutches 
also perfect for accessorizing a simple out­
fit.
Belts are hot just for holding up your 
pants, ladies ... and chunky is in. Whether 
you’re into rhinestones, stitching or embroi­
dering you’re guaranteed to find a belt that 
suits your taste. These belts can slim  the 
mid-driff you’ve packed pounds on since 
the first kegger in Sept., by wearing them 
over your shirt (a style you can see Jessica 
Simpson and Lindsey Lohan adorning).
They also add a unique touch to a simple 
top and’ jeans, whether out on a date or 
out on the town. Guess sales associate and 
junior psychology major Jenna Lawson says 
she knows exactly what girls are looking for 
when they come into the store before they 
even speak-“Belts, sparkles and lacy tops,” 
she said.
Winter is coming soon, and the colder 
it gets outside, the less cute girls look. No, 
I’m not referring to the static hair or dry 
skin, I’m talking about the layers of cloth­
ing that hide our curves. Maybe some girls 
don’t care what they look like when it’s 20 
degrees out, but for those who do, winter 
coats are making their fashion statement 
this season. Belted trench coats are best 
for wearing over full skirts and dress, and 
for those with curvy figures, this style w ill 
undoubtedly flatter your figure.
Fur trim is also a must-have, and an 
easy way to warm up. For sophisticated 
girls by day, party animals by night, velvet 
coats are the perfect choice for you. They 
can dress up your daytime look, yet work 
perfectly with an evening ensemble. Puffy 
coats and m ilitary style jackets can keep 
you up-to-date with fashion, and keep you 
warm while trudging to classes in the 
snow.
Now, ladies aren’t the only ones that 
could use some fashion tips. Men, put down 
the football jerseys and ‘98 Metallica tour 
t-shirt temporarily, and try to impress your 
woman. Don’t worry, this won’t require 
you to turn metro-sexual, but perhaps
women wouldn’t mind if  you occasionally 
looked like, or dressed like rather, Matthew 
McConaughey or Taye Diggs.
Remember that time you promised 
your girlfriend you’d take her to see that 
Broadway play this winter? I know the only 
thing that has been holding you back is that 
you don’t have the right outfit for the occa­
sion. No worries, this season blazers are 
in, making it easier to find the style that 
fits you perfectly. They can bé worn day to 
evening, and work with various looks. Joey 
Conti, junior Theatre major, says the blazer 
look is very versatile.
“You can wear blazers casually and for 
dress up purposes, like over a nice dress 
shirt,” says Conti. “My favorite is corduroy, 
it’s really comfortable and works well with 
jeans.” Whether you like to be comfortable 
in corduroy, stylish in tweed, or warm in 
wool, you are guaranteed to find the perfect 
jacket to go with those pants, or over her 
when she gets cold. Remember that trench 
coats, biker jackets, and pea coats are 
everywhere, so be sure impress your girl 
with your inner James Dean.
Wondering what to wear to dinner with 
her parents? Striped shirts are in, and can 
be worn with jeans or a suit, depending 
on the restaurant. (Don’t wear a suit to 
Applebee’s, her father w ill never approve.) 
For men who are interested in staying with 
the trends, wear mossy greens, teal blues 
and deep reds - the “it” colors this season 
for men.
So, college students of 2005/2006, still 
working in retail or waiting tables? Don’t 
worry, there are plenty of stores that can 
provide you with up-to-date fashions so that 
those pajamas can be used for sleeping only. 
JC Penney and Target áre bargain stores 
with the not-so-bargain quality clothing, 
and don’t forget to check out the season mid 
holiday sales at the mall; you’ll be sure to 
get a bargain there. „
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Mention Paul McCartney to my mother 
and you can see the flicker of life light up 
in her eyes. The mellow beats of “Maybe I’m 
Amazed” recall memories of cool times and 
college years.
Though we might not all connect fond 
memories of relationships and experiences 
to Paul McCartney, I’m sure that we all have 
that artist whose music is capable of evoking 
flashbacks.
In five years, after we receive degrees and 
find stable jobs, we’ll turn the dial on our car 
radios and take a trip down memory lane 
with an oldschool tune from one of today’s 
most popular artists. Could one of your most 
memorable college memories be connected to 
one of these top five artists?
5We all have our own guilty pleasures. Lately, mine has been Mariah Carey. I’ve gotten over the many mistakes 
Carey has made throughout her career. We 
all have our mishaps. I can look past Glitter, 
her mental breakdown, the fact that , she 
dated Eminem and left Tommy Mottola 
because she’s redeemed herself with her most 
recent release, The Emancipation of Mimi.
She revisits her Daydreamer days with» 
songs like “We Belong Together,” and keepst 
her hip-hop vibe, encouraging poorfy-tre(||j§ 
girlfriends to “Shake It Off.” Not only Wts 
Carey made it back onto the charts, she’s 
done an excellent job at reinventing herself
■
m m Bfl
and using her life experiences in her creative 
process.
4If youh a v en ’t heard of 
Jack Johnson 
yet, think  
Jghn Mayer- 
type depth 
combined with 
a little Dave 
Matthew’s soul. While I’ve enjoyed Johnson’s 
debut album, On and, On, since my fresh­
man year, it was In Between Dreams that! 
launched him into the mainstream circuit.
With tracks like “Good People” and 
“Better Together,” Johnson evaluates true 
friendship and the heartbreak one feels after 
a relationship sours. His approach on issues 
that anyone could relate to and his mellow 
beats, are pefegtjfor anyone looking to relax 
between class|s or on a night off.
Johnson’slpbum  has become a staple CD 
in my collection.
3 My next choice is one whose music isn’t nearly as common as people in the hip- hop industry would like. After releas­
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ing his latest album, Be, Common finally 
received the credit he was due.
As an artist who uses his music to deliver 
a message on subjects much greater than low- 
riders and 40- 
ounces, he is 
one man going 
out of his way 
to break bar­
riers in the 
genre. Before 
Common and 
otperG.O.O.D 
B e ttin g  Out 
Our Dreams) music artists made a name 
for themselves, concious hip-hop was, for the 
most part, an underground phenomena.
Having the opportunity to appear on 
Kanye West’s album, paved the way for 
Common’s hits, such as “Go” and “Fantasy.” 
As a result of his new-found fame, Common 
has recieved offers to branch out in the enter­
tainment industry and he has accepted an 
acting gig for an upcoming movie.
2 “Ordinary People” was the single that sent John Legend’s career soaring sky-high. While Legend’s album, Get 
Lifted, was not his first musical creation 
Qie’s also worked with artists such as Jay-Z 
and Dialated Pupils), it was his first solo 
project.
Tracks includ­
ing “Stay With 
You” and “I Can 
Change” caught 
the attention of 
many true music 
fans, m aking 
Legend’s name 
stand out among
other R&B newcomers.
Though his music has won the hearts of 
many, the Ivy League graduate has done 
something in the industry that hasn’t been 
done in some time: he makes his own music. 
With a soulful voice, fabulous piano skills
and his inclusion of live instruments, Legend 
doesn’t  need the electronic assistance that so 
many other artists make use of.
For music lovers who appreciate a live 
performance, this album is as raw as it 
comes and is definately worth a listen.
ILast, but notlgast, is the breath of fresh air that hip-hop has been waiting for. There’s no ijpibt that, by now, you’ve 
learned the true meaning of a “Golddigger” 
and that “nothing’s ever promised” in life.
Kanye West has taken the hip-hop world 
by storm, bringing hot beats, deep lyrics and 
a new fashion sense with him. As an artist 
with incredible awareness, West used his 
spot in the limelight to open opportunities for 
other concious hip-hop artists.
As sin experienced producer, whose beats 
were widely accepted by the fans, West began 
to produce tracks for other artists, such as 
Common, who were attempting to get their 
own work'out.
Not only has his new album, Late 
Registration, recieved high acclaim from 
critics sind fans, West hsis also changed the 
face of the hip-hop industry. Rockin’ fitted 
jeans and collared Polos, West has proven 
that artists don’t  have to come from poverty, 
or take a bullet, to create hot music.
When it comes down to it, West’s approach 
to music has reshaped the way that other 
artists present their own material and the 
way that society embraces hip-hop, Because, 
resilly, who else could pull off a song about 
Jesus ... in the club?
Whatever your preferences may be, there’s 
no. denying that music plays a heavy role in 
the lives 6f college students. Whether it be 
hip-hop for a night out on the town, R&B' 
while you’re nursing a broken heart or jazz 
for a quiet night at home, music defines, and 
reminds us of, every attitude and experience 
we’ve ever had throughout life.
What w ill your soundtrack for tomorrow 
be?
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Do they Intersect 
in college?
by Koren Frankfort________
Sex has a tendency to have different 
roles in social exchanges from generation 
to generation. Sex was once a sacred 
exchange for the consummation of mar­
riage, then it was “love-making,” then sex 
was an exchange of booty, and only booty, 
hence the “booty call.”
Popular media features gargantuan 
rump gyrations and muscle bound men in 
the rain, and even though I have no com­
plaints about the drenched fellows, this 
does give a clear suggestion about the 
nature of today’s relationships. From the 
bootyliciousness of Beyonce, to the many 
confessions of Usher, the message is clear: 
Love happens less, but people are still get­
ting topless. We are bombarded with booty 
without any real displays of emotional inti­
macy.
It is safe to say that people prioritize 
relationships way less and prioritize getting 
the drawers way more. Casual sex is becom­
ing the most popular option. I personally 
witness many booty call-esque behaviors 
when I am not partaking in my scholastic 
endeavors and am at my j-o-b, waiting
tables in an alcohol- 
driven comedy/night 
club.
Regulars, as we the 
servers call them, 
come to our places 
of employment every 
week. Aside from 
memorizing the favor­
ite menu items of the 
customers frequent­
ing us, servers notice 
the guys and dolls 
that come in with 
them. I have observed 
customers from both a 
bar/grill setting to a 
nightclub setting just 
waiting tables; I’ve noticed that regulars 
who come in frequently with different part­
ners are disinclined to offer their names 
to a served they see weekly or even more, 
while the single partnered regulars w ill 
schmooze freely, offering their name and 
requesting yours. This suggests a need 
for anonymity, and the need for anonymity 
suggests that they aren’t partaking in a 
conventional relationship driven endeavor, 
but possibly, and most likely, a booty call.
At Rascals, my current place of employ­
ment, we often have comedians that ask 
couples, or people who appear as so, the 
nature of their relationship. The people 
could be sucking face all night, but when 
the comic asks if  they’re an item , the 
most common answer is a blunt, fast “NO.” 
Waiters see all and, not only do we see it, 
we discuss it at great length while rolling 
up silverware.
South Park, my former place of employ­
ment, is often the breeding grounds for 
booty-driven behaviors. In my tenure as a 
server in the bar and grill centrally located 
in Montclair, the wait staff often saw men 
and women participating in  some heavy
petting of one another. Charity, a vet­
eran server at the establishment, explains, 
“People have jobs and other things they 
need to do. At night they are just trying to 
have a good time.”
The “good time” that the customers have 
is a good conversation piece of many serv­
ers. Waiters see all, analyze all and even 
assign nicknames for the array of blatant 
booty call respondants that walk in and 
out of the doors. However, as Anthony the 
manager of South Park, explains, “ ... [wait­
ers] only see our customers at the bar. We 
can only make assumptions about what 
they are doing, no matter how obscene they
are.
Montclair State students have also 
shown no sign of squeamishness or ques­
tioning of morality when it comes to booty 
calls. On WMSU’s The Stress Factor, hosted 
by Lou Ruggieri, Jose Ortiz and “Big Will,” 
there was a contractual template for a 
booty call drawn up outlining the rules and 
regulations of a booty call situation. In this 
contract, rule number one is that the word 
“love” cannot, may not, be used whatsoever,
unless it is used when referring to the booty 
called as one’s lover. This contract has 
received much attention (and acclaim) from 
the predominately mail audience.
One would assume that the horn dog 
antics are coined by men and only men, but 
that isn’t  quite true. Women are catching 
the vapors more often, and releasing the 
vapors as well as men. Amy, an art student 
at Boston U, explains plainly, “A girl’s got 
needs, too. And when one’s not doing the 
trick, move on to the next ... Why waste 
time? As long as you’re choosey and aren’t 
being a whore about it. Boyfriends are too 
irritating any way.”
Girls have needs too, and it seems that 
the cross-gender consensus is that relation­
ships are too time consuming for today’s 
young and up-and-coming professionals. 
Regardless, people need food, shelter and 
sex, and they always w ill, but the mushy 
stuff is becoming outdated like the eight 
track.
Perhaps romance is dead, but so long 
as everybody knows, I guess it’s ok to have 
hoes in  different area codes.
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Confessionsof A Retail Whore
by Peter Schaus
“You have a lot of potential in the world 
of retail,” my manager says to me as I show 
my competence by following the prompts on 
the electronic register to ring up a sale. I 
hold back tears as I think of the enormity 
of this observation. 1 am  the only seasonal 
employee who isn’t  on a prison work release 
program.
I am required to wear a suit to work. 
I feel a sense of excitement that I might 
be mistaken for a businessman, instead 
of a Saperstein’s* sales associate who just 
performed the demeaning task of taking a 
knee-high sock off an elderly woman’s vari­
cose vein-covered leg to get a feel of the fab­
ric she was looking for so that I can make a 
commission sale. My sister Andrea has said 
that Saperstein’s is the worst job she’d ever 
had. This comes from a girl who was once 
robbed at gunpoint while working at a vinyl 
store. Someone whose current job at a men­
tal hospital entails dealing with people on a 
daily basis who have an affinity for licking 
doorknobs and masturbating during group 
therapy. I knew from the moment I took the 
job that I was royally screwed.
I had to take it, though. There comes a 
point in every college student’s life when 
they realize he or she realizes a job is 
necessary. You can only steal money from 
your parents for so long before they begin 
to reevaluate the redeeming qualities that 
have kept them from cutting you off finan­
cially. A good indication of th is is when they 
barge into your*bedroom with a contractor 
at 4:00 p.m. while you’re still sleeping, 
stretch tape measured across your wall 
asking if  there’s still room for the marble 
vanity if  they go with the Jacuzzi.
As a contingent, my job forces me to float 
to whatever department is having a sale, 
placate the masses and act as an enforcer 
of Saperstein’s policy. Since Saperstein’s is 
on the higher end of low-end department 
stores, the clientele ranges greatly.
There are the yuppie bourgeois 
Manhattanite-wannabes who openly com­
plain about the lack of speedy service com­
pared to the New York store while I ring up 
their marked down, irregular track pants. 
Then there are the types with American 
flag bandanas and gingivitis who scrape 
together their coupons, and unemployment 
checks, so they can get a new Jerry Garcia 
tie and reap the benefits of Saperstein’s cus­
tomer service. What brings together such
“ ... I becam e d ru n k  w ith  
power, dem agnitizing 
card s for reasons as 
sim ple as no t sm iling a t 
m e w hen I g reeted  them
99
a diverse clientele is the irrationality they 
share when faced with a Saperstein’s One 
Day Sale.
I can’t tell you the number of tim es I’ve 
stared at a customer’s driver’s license and 
saw .that they drove 20 m iles out of their
way, wasting time and gas money, for a 
price adjustment of less than one dollar. 
On more than one occasion, a bloodied 
customer has picked up the last scrap of 
clothing from the vulture-infested pit we 
call the clearance rack and asked me if  we 
had a bigger size in the back room.
Customers seem to have the notion that 
thè “back room” is this mystical land where 
all of life’s questions are answered and any 
item that they could possibly want is wait­
ing there for them, covered in  morning dew. 
If I were to bring anything out from the 
back room, all they would find are empty 
boxes, a few shirts that have been soiled by 
a broken security tag and a few of the stock 
boys smoking pot.
Customers also seem to believe that sales 
associates have far more clout and interest 
than we do. They believe that we spend our 
cigarette breaks thinking up ways to give 
something back to our loyal clientele and 
decide on a sale. A sale that only involves 
selected products. Truth be told, most of us 
are poor college students with no emotional 
investment in the job, looking to make a few 
extra dollars to buy booze for the weekend, 
and settling for the only job that doesn’t 
require a background or urine check.
But shed no tears for the Saperstein’s
help. Throughout our trials and tribula­
tions, we have adapted to the hand that 
life has dealt us. On my second day at the 
job, an outraged transvestite in an over­
sized public works department jacket and a 
retainer told me that I was incompetent. It 
delivered a blow so devastating to my self­
esteem  that it seemed doubtful I would ever 
recover.
It was then that a few of the more sea­
soned sales associates gave me the kind 
of Saperstein’s training that they never 
show you in the poorly-produced orientation 
videos. “If a customer is being a jerk,” they 
said, “flash them that award-winning smile 
of yours and keep in mind that everyone 
always gets back what they put into the 
world ... and when they look down to sign 
the verification, stick their credit card on 
the Sensormatic pad and demagnetize their 
card.”
By demagnetizing someone’s credit card, 
it ensures that the card w ill never work 
again and the customer has to call the 
credit company in order to get a new one. 
It’s mainly a nuisance, but if  it’s an ATM 
debit card there’s always the possibility 
that they might starve.
I followed my colleague’s advice and 
watched as I became drunk with power, 
demagnetizing customer’s cards for rea­
sons as simple as not sm iling at me when 
I greeted them or for wearing white after 
Labor Day.
Every once in a while, I’d get a really 
awful customer and right before I’d pull 
my magical disappearing bar code act, 
I’d notice that the card had already been 
demagnetized. A warm smile would come 
to my face and I’d know that my comrades 
in arms and I were one step closer to the 
revolution.
*The name of the department store referenced 
has been changed as the writer is a poor col­
lege student who can’t  afford a slander suit.
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The allure of gambling in the United 
States is one that has accompanied the 
nation throughout its history. The thrill 
of escalating fortunes, combined with the 
universal dread of losing it all, forms an 
adrenaline rush that many have found 
hard to turn down with each trip to the 
casino.
While gambling was once a scheduled 
vacation down to Atlantic City or Las Vegas, 
many college students are finding that they 
can satisfy their craving at home or on 
campus, thanks to the risiqg popularity of 
online gambling.
According to a national study done this 
past summer by the Annenberg Public Policy 
Center at the University of Pennsylvania, 
the number of weekly poker games between 
college students rose 84 percent between 
2003 and 2004. Also, according to the 
University of Nevada, an estimated 15 to 
35 percent of online bets are placed by col­
lege students. With the popularity of shows 
such as ESPN’s World Series of Poker com­
plementing websites such as PartyPoker. 
net, it’s no wonder why more students have 
been bitten by the gambling bug.
Naturally, MSU students are no stranger 
to this pastime. “I started playing [online 
poker] this August, and I won $300 in two 
days,” says Stacy McCoy, sophomore psy­
chology major. “It took two nights to win 
the money, and then two nights to lose it all 
again,” he said.
What was a sudden surge in his bank 
account was immediately reduced to the 
break-even point in  a matter of hands and 
unlucky breaks. McCoy was one of the for­
tunate -ones. However, many people his age
experience the same ups and downs, only on 
a much larger scale.
In June 2003, a student at the University 
of Wisconsin murdered three of his room­
mates because he owed them thousands 
in gambling debt. The student had racked 
up a $15,000 albatross and was unable 
to reasonably seek help and conquer his 
addiction. Help exists through hotlines 
like 1-800-LAST-BET, which was founded 
by Am ie Wexler, a recovering compulsive 
gambler since 1968. For many college 
students nationwide, help comes only after 
they’ve amassed huge amounts of debt, 
much of which is aided by the overuse of 
credit cards.
Despite persistent warnings, gam­
bling, like alcohol and drugs, fulfills sev­
eral human psychological needs and will 
always pose a potential danger and addic­
tion. College students in particular are 
vulnerable to becoming addicted, not only 
because they experience the excitement, 
but they are traditionally more internet- 
savvy and are capable of finding and using 
sites online.
So how does McCoy stay out of debt 
and avoid the common pitfalls of gambling 
online? “I don’t play for a couple of days 
after I lose a lot of money. And if  I win 
$300, I cash out my money and repay my 
initial bet,” which, on PartyPoker, is $50.
For McCoy, the trick is to not get too 
attached to the prospect of winning big, but 
to instead play conservatively and appreci­
ate the sm all winnings he accumulates. “I 
just like playing poker,” he says. For him, 
poker is simply a leisure activity, nothing 
more or less.
n
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Post-Grad Plans: Work, tPm t Education,
by Jessica Suico
Most students have spent the last 17 
years in classrooms absorbing bits and 
pieces of information. Between occasional 
tests and extensive papers, students can 
concentrate on what many consider to be 
the most important college aspect: their 
social life. In the safety zone that the uni­
versity created, students chatted about who 
would be doing what, which parties were 
being held that night and what craziness 
occurred the night before.
Come May, seniors w ill be thrown out of 
the classrooms and thrust into the harsh 
reality of the working world. Everything 
is frenzied and different from the safety 
of the university. Deadlines have changed 
from weeks to hour?. There are no formal 
exams but new workers are tested everyday. 
Report cards are replaced by performance 
reviews that measure results.
There is no skipping work or else they’ll 
get fired and there is always someone 
watching them. The work they do not only 
impacts themselves, like in college, but also 
impact the organization as a whole. If they 
do a bad job then they w ill be replaced as 
quickly as they are hired.
If they are lucky, seniors are plunged 
into situations like the one above almost 
immediately. They have no idea how to 
handle all of the pressure and anxiety of 
the work place, but they are forced to, mak­
ing many mistakes as each day passes.
Many try to secure jobs before gradua­
tion, an attempt to not waste time trying
to find work as soon as they receive their 
diplomas. Others go to graduate school 
to receive higher degrees in  their chosen 
fields. Those that choose to go to gradu­
ate school hope that with their advanced 
degrees, they would be more appealing to 
employers looking for bright, young minds 
in their corporations.
And then there are those that decide to 
take a year off to do their own thing, be it 
to travel and then find a job or holding a 
temporary job and then choosing to attend 
graduate school. For all seniors, the future 
is uncertain but there is always a plan that 
they would like to follow for their own per­
sonal reasons.
After much research, I was surprised 
to find that many seniors are planning 
to take a year or so off to work and then 
attend graduate school. Most plan to obtain 
jobs relevant to their majors and establish 
themselves first before continuing their 
educations.
Senior Jenn Caruso plans to find some 
work before attending graduate school. “I 
am going to be taking a year off to head 
home and find a decent job,” she says. 
“Then I am going to be enrolling full-time 
into a graduate school for [educational] psy­
chology.”
Jenn Caruso’s answers are generally 
what all seniors have been saying. Senior 
Pricilla Sanchez seconds this motion. She 
hopes to get a job teaching at an elemen­
tary school and then, after a few years, she
wishes to go back and get her Masters. If 
she can’t find a job immediately then she 
plans to be a substitute teacher until she 
can secure a job in a fulltime position.
Alumni Kadijah Basir, a recent gradu­
ate of Montclair State University, is doing 
what most seniors are planning to do after 
college: working before attending graduate 
school. “...Sometime in the next two years 
I plan on going for my law degree, because 
life is a learning lesson,” she says, “...you 
can never get enough education.”
When the search for jobs is  difficult, 
unfortunately, most turn to posting their 
resumes at online job-searching websites.
“I applied for jobs online and [sent] out 
my resume until someone called me,” Basir 
said, about the right job for her. She now 
works at small film  production company 
that enables her to make a name for herself 
in the broadcasting world.
The Internet is a valuable search tool. 
Job-sites such as Monster and College 
Central are a good way to put seniors’ 
resumes out there. Besides job listings, 
there are free tools such as fax services and 
e-mail accounts, networking opportunities, 
and free Web space to accommodate your 
online resume. Employers and recruiters 
use the Internet to find individuals they 
feel are good candidates for the job.
Not only are major employment sites 
good for assisting in job-searches, but also 
niche sites are a good way to find jobs 
specific for your major. Such sites include
AlliedNet, for those looking for jobs in 
healthcare, or OnlineSports.com for those 
looking for jobs in the sports industry.
Once a student gets the job, it is vital 
to maintain proper workplace etiquette. 
Always arrive at work on time, if  not earlier. 
Listen to advice given to you by your boss 
before jumping in and Suggesting changes. 
Avoid office gossip, but do not ignore every­
thing said through the grapevine: it can be 
helpful, just don’t contribute to it. Stick to ' 
deadlines no matter what.
And lastly, do not be afraid to ask ques­
tions. If you are assigned a project and are 
not sure how it should be completed, ask 
instead of doing it incorrectly.
What a senior does after graduating 
should always challenge him or her no 
matter what path they decide to choose. 
Whether choosing to find a job and then 
attend graduate school or going to gradu­
ate school immediately, those wanting to 
attend graduate school immediately should 
seek to cover previous tracks as much as 
possible and sync the final year activities 
with those listed for their senior years.
Unemployed graduates should review all 
the information to see if  there are any new 
steps that could be completed to enhance 
their job search. Keep in mind that it is 
never too late to start.
Whichever path you take in your post­
grad career, choose something that w ill 
both challenge and entertain.
So Long Miami
Infamous vacation spots like Cancún, 
Miami Beach, Acapulco, and so on have 
been given a run for their money. Sounds 
unbelievable right? How do perennial vaca­
tion spots such as these come face to face 
with their demise? There are no new party 
spots and no change in ticket fares yet stu­
dents from all over the nation are subjects 
of an aberration in  holiday traveling, ; '%
The reason for the divergence is none 
other than curiosity. Students of our gen­
eration have considered, for example, the 
Bahamas and Orlando as overrated and 
overdone. Thus begins the eagerness to 
venture into something new, exciting and 
most importantly, authentic.
Studies show that more and more stu­
dents prefer to travel out of the American 
boundaries. That is no surprise, consider­
ing that students today have more choice 
then ever before with regard to destination 
and overseas experiences.
According to istc.org., “Whether traveling 
to study, learn a new language, work or sim­
ply for adventure, traveling provides a first­
hand insight into countries and cultures as 
well as a new perspective on life.” These 
days, schools and universities make it easier 
for students to explore the world beyond the 
United States of America.
This past summer, Anchal Ahuja, a 16 
year-old 9th grader went with her high school
choir on a European trip. Prancing around 
from Amsterdam, to France, then to London, 
Ahuja experienced the life-changing journey 
in 10 days, giving her motivation to go back 
to London some day. The young girl just got 
a taste of the world beyond what we perceive 
as, “the universe.” She plans ongoing to col­
lege in London.
Rayhan Jalil, a graduate student at 
Montclair State University, reminisces about 
his trip to Punta Cana, Dominican Republic 
this past semester. “It was a life-changing 
experience,” says Jalil “The cultural experi­
ence touched my heart: I didn’t know the 
people were so nice there”, And these words 
are not being uttered out of fervent enthusi­
asm. Jalil, a high school history teacher in 
Paterson plans to go back there some day... 
for retirement maybe?
The exchange program offered by univer­
sities plays a big role in influencing students 
to go abroad as well. A big chunk of the MSU 
student life is made up of international stu­
dents, as we can see by the obvious diversity 
on campus. Turkish, Egyptian, Yugoslavian, 
Indian, British, African, you name it, we’ve 
got it! Their involvement on campus touches 
the lives of the many who yearn to break out 
of the ordinary and try something different, 
such as our youth. Needless to say, curiosity 
thickens, and the thirst for knowledge seeks 
to be quenched.
Many academic programs on our campus 
offer not only study abroad sessions, but 
small department trips for whoever is inter­
ested io  go during the summer or spring 
break and experience how their field of study 
is put to use in a different country as well.
For example, the MSU theatre depart­
ment offers a ‘Montclair In London’ program 
for everyone who is interested in spending a 
few weeks in London studying and observing 
theatre and all its components as practiced 
there.
“Looks like m ankind 
w ill not leave one leaf 
unturned when it comes 
to exploring the various 
landscapes the earth has 
to offer.”
Eileen Yepez, a senior, in the theatre pro­
gram at MSU says, “I would certainly choose 
London over a workshop session in California, 
only because it would be a lot more exciting 
and a completely different experience.” She 
continues by adding, “If given the chance 
(and money), I would seize the opportunity to 
go overseas in a heartbeat.”
Organizations aiding this type of 
travel are International Student Travel 
Confederation (ISTC) and GoAbroad.com. 
The ISTC is a not-for-profit organization, 
founded in 1949 by the travel departments of
a group of national student unions, to explore 
the needs of the growing numbers of student 
and youth travelers.
By offering low-priced flights, travel tick­
ets, insurance, accommodation, work and 
study abroad programs, the organization 
attracts about 10 million students and youth 
travelers each year. Along with that, ISTC 
offers special deals on entertainment, sight­
seeing, and shopping. The organization has 
5,000 offices in 106 countries worldwide.
If you were planning on spending Spring 
Break 2006 in Daytona, South Beach, South 
Padre Island, Hawaii or even Kokomo, for 
that matter, rethink your options and open 
your horizons.- As Yepez notes, “You only 
have one life to live, arid although the college 
experience might seem long, it really goes by 
like a flash. M ak in g  the best out of you is 
your choice.”
Rozalina Basin, a senior business major 
at Rutgers-Camden is on her way to England 
for a semester long experiment with her life 
a.k.a. study abroad program.. “After this I 
plan to go to Spain for spring break if  I can 
gather the money,” she says, “Obviously, 
vacationing is not going to be the same from 
now on.”
So what else is next? A 10-day vacation 
to space? Well seems like NASA already has 
that one covered. All you need is 900 hours 
of training and 20 Million dollars in your 
pocket. Looks like mankind w ill not leave 
one leaf unturned when it comes to explor­
ing the various landscapes the earth has to 
offer.
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ENGLISH FACULTY IN SUPPORT OF HIRAM PEREZ FOR TENURE
The English Department strongly reaffirms the recommendation for tenuring of Dr. Hiram Perez, 
an expert in US multicultural literature and culture. Dr. Perez has received the enthusiastic 
support of the Chair and the Department’s DPAC, along with letters of outside support from 
recognized scholars in the field. The Dean’s decision against tenure is based, so it seems, on the 
idea that his record of publication is “insufficient.” We find this contention at once vague and 
inaccurate:
• The quality of Dr. Perez’s work is outstanding; he is doing groundbreaking work on the
intersections between race and sexuality in literary and social practices.
• He has published an average of one major scholarly piece per year since receiving his Ph.D.
in 2002; letters from outside colleagues attest to the importance of his contributions.
• The venues in which he has published are impressive.
• His oral presentations at conferences and invited talks at universities around the country
have generated positive responses from other teachers and scholars.
We are being told that what the institution now expects from Junior faculty is “more” juried 
publications. That is neither a specific nor a credible standard for tenure. In our view, quantity 
should be only one among several criteria for determining “sufficient” scholarship necessary to 
secure tenure. What should matter is that, in Dr. Perez, we have a scholar who already has a solid 
reputation at the cutting-edge of an emerging critical field with a clearly demonstrated potential 
for superior accomplishment in the future.
Further, and perhaps most distressing, Dr. Perez’s extraordinary contributions to the department 
and to the university in areas of teaching, pedagogy, and community outreach have been all 
but dismissed. He is a crucial member of our undergraduate and graduate facility, as well as 
Women’s Studies, who has developed a range of new courses in areas like Black Cultural 
Studies. He has brought important speakers to campus, served on the President’s Commission 
for Affirmative Action and the Sub-Committee on Faculty Retention. For several years, he has 
taught Literature of Immigration for the New Jersey Council on the Humanities seminars for 
high school teachers. A constant resource for students with an interest in African-American, 
Asian-American, Latina/o literature, and Queer Theory, Dr. Perez has indeed been a veritable 
model of responsible campus citizenship and a leader in the arena of minority experience within 
the university.
Dr. Perez’s case raises important questions about M SU’s respect for faculty evaluation. It 
also calls into question the University ’s commitment to affirmative action, and to maintaining 
diversity on campus. We are troubled by the prospect of hiring and retaining young faculty 
of color when standards for tenure are so unclear and enthusiastic faculty evaluations are 
disregarded. This is especially significant in regards to potential candidates for the Frazee 
Professorship, a position that segues with the scholarly expertise of Dr. Perez in particular.
Because we consider these issues so significant, we are taking our concerns beyond the 
department. It is our hope that Provost Lynde and President Cole will recommend tenure for 
Hiram Perez.
Signed: Fawzia Afzal-Khan, Paul Arthur, Tom Benediktsson, Dan Bronson, Janet Cutler, Monika 
Elbert, Grover Furr, Ron Hollander, Emily Isaacs, Rita Jacobs, Sharon Lewis, Naomi Liebler, 
Deena Linett, Johnny Lorenz, Patricia Matthew, Sally McWilliams, Alyce Miller, James Nash, 
Theodore Price, Larry Schwartz, Art Simon, Keith Slocum, Greg Waters, Bob Whitney.
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MSU Says: Adiós, Perez!
Anno fèreæ .
ment that it would sot retain Dr. Hiram Perez past this semester 
refusing him tenure. Although the final decision is to be made 
Dec. 9 by President Susan A. Cole, a meeting between Cole and the 
English department Tuesday yielded "no progress,” according to 
English professor Janet Cutler J  
Because Dr. Perez represents several minority groups (due to 
fats s e m i preference and his d b ^  hackground), the i-»ue of his 
dismissal has evolved into a  discussion overithe school,s  policy
administration; it  is an accusation that is impossible to  lefefidand 
marginalizes I k  Perez’s contributions to this campus. However, it 
is of note that Dr. Perez is one of the fete professors who tea&hes 
classes solely based on minority literature, and academic diversity 
is always a  credit to any university. ' ■ *. H | H
The key issue here is MSUs policy on tenure; while they require 
English professors to print in academic journals outride of the 
school, they do not provide any set guidelines on how many articles 
they are expected to publish each year. It should be a  bedrock 
priority of any employer to set standards and expectations for 
the minions who operate under them. In this case, the school has 
purpose^ allowed the guidelines of tenure review to exist in a field
“Dr. Pérez... has been an exemplary 
of academia :
the English department and ,his positive ratings on the c ritM  
student forum ratemyprofessor.com. In fact, the English depart­
ment, as authored by department dhidr, Professor Larry Schwartz, 
|||p j i e d  a statement in support of DkP erez, claiming that he has 
“clearly demonstrated potential for superior accomplishment in 
the future.” If the University does not factor the opinions of its 
t t | |^ ^ ^ ^ 9 p i |d e p a r t m e n t s  when making personnel deci-
sions, are
There are two kinds of institutions when it  comes to higher 
learning: teaching and research. In the case of MSU, it operates 
ä as a teaching University; it has decided that its chief purpose is to 
educate its  students. Therefore, the impact of a  professor should 
be viewed as how he or she affects their students, not the volume of 
articles that they publish. For Ik . Perez.
tive of academia here at MSU.
I  - To that «esd,M  it resolved th a t The Montdarion allies itself
This is, of course, pari of their privilege as thè academic heads 
ofMSU. But Dr. Perez is more than ju st a  trivial presence at this 
University; he has become one of thè more vibrant and respected 
professore in  his departm ent A testam ent co this fari is thè 
petition currently circulating among studente and professore of
Perez a part of the MSI' 
In . opinion 
based on whnl is]
ÖfMSÖ.
is semester. This is not 
; rather, this position is
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Creative Curriculum Not Welcome At MSU
Administration Turns Its Back On One of Its Most Unique And Academically Effective Voices
Harriet Jacobs, author of Incidents in 
the Life of a Slave Girl, lived in a three- 
foot high crawl space for seven years in an 
attempt to escape slav­
ery. Frederick Douglass 
started the first African 
American-run, newspa­
per, The North Star. In 
1773, Phillis Wheatley, 
a poet, was the first 
African American to be 
published. For some, the 
above paragraph may be 
a history lesson. For me, 
however, it is simply a 
recollection of a hand- 
fiil of things I’ve learned 
from Dr. Hiram Perez, an English professor 
at MSU.
In my four years as an English major at 
Montclair State University, I have discovered 
a few golden professors that have challenged 
me to stretch my imagination, rework my
JESSICA  
HAVERY 
ARTS AND 
ENTERTAINMENT 
EDITOR
“I assure you that, as a student, we learn much more 
when someone removes the silver spoon from our 
mouths and teaches an eager mind to search for its own
answers.n
writing and strive for goals that I never 
thought possible. Dr. Perez is one of those 
professors.
Having taken both Black Writers of 
America and Literature of Immigration with 
Perez, I have had the opportunity to expe­
rience a sometimes non-conventional, but 
consistantly educational environment. Now, 
thanks to Dean Mary Papazian’s poor deci­
sion to deny Perez tenure, that learning 
environment may not exist next semester.
Though it was ultimately Papazian’s deci­
sion to deny Perez tenure, which would result
in his dismissal from the University, she was 
conveniently unavailable to comment on the 
issue. As someone who is handed the responsi­
bility of deciding the outcome of one’s livelihood, 
I would expect that Papazian would make her­
self available to back her decision, rather than 
having the department lie about her where­
abouts.
The reason, or should I say excuse, that 
Papazian has given for her decision is that 
Perez has not achieved the publication require­
ments needed to receive tenure. But if you ask 
to see a description of the University’s require­
ments, there are none specific enough for 
Papazian to justify that as her reasoning.
With no set number of off-campus pub­
lications required per year, how can the 
University penalize him for not reaching 
that quota? I would be outraged if  at the 
end of the semester, I didn’t pass a course 
for failure to hand in an assignment that 
hadn’t been listed on the sylabus.
It would be foolish to ignore the possi­
bility that the University's tenure require­
ments are purposely vague, giving the 
administration the freedom to hire and fire 
on a whim.
Furthermore, whether the University 
has a hidden agenda or not, this decision 
makes me wonder how much the admin­
istration appreciates the excellence that 
their staff bring to this campus.
In addition to Papazian’s statement 
referencing Perez’s supposed lack of publi-
SEE ‘PEREZ’ ON P.24
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Marooned Montclair Missed Opportunity
Improved Relationship B etw een Town and University Would B enefit Both Populations
KARL 
DE VRIES 
OPINION EDITOR
Did you know, in your experienced ten­
ure as a Montclair State University under­
graduate, that there’s actually a Montclair 
Township to comple­
ment your University? 
Or, in other words: how 
would you describe your 
relationship to the town 
from which your school 
derives its namesake? 
For most students (and 
town residents, for that 
matter), the correct 
answer is that there 
isn’t much of a relation­
ship at all.
The school and town often exist as two 
separate entities, as if  they’re two neighbors 
from different sides of the street who never 
bothered to invite the other one over for cof­
fee. For instance, it seems like students will 
often drive considerable distances to such 
bars as Celebrities, Doc’s and Fatso Fogarty’s 
rather than imbibe at such Montclair joints 
like South Park, Just Jakes, or The Office. 
Many Universities, such as Syracuse, pro­
mote the town alongside the school; part of 
their sales pitch to high schoolers is the inter­
action between education and social scene.
Granted, it might be unfair to compare SU 
to MSU. For one thing, the commuter num­
bers of Syracuse represents the overwhelm­
ing minority of its undergrad population, 
being that it’s in upstate New York, while 
the opposite is true for MSU. Roughly 3,500 
of the 16,000 undergraduates who attend 
this college live here, and for many, MSU
“What was once a tiny teacher’s college, a mere 
mosquito on the radar screen o f Montclair Township, 
is now blossom ing into its own private little 
metropolis.”
still holds the moniker of being a “suitcase 
school.”
However, this is a reputation that the 
school is taking measures to shake off. The 
addition of the The Village apartments 
(which holds 848 students); as well as the 
proposed plans to erect a 2,500 bed residence 
hall on tfye present site of the Clove Road 
apartments guarantees that the resident 
population of this school will soon be swell­
ing. In the near future, the school will soon 
be enrolling over 20,000 students, another 
milestone as it strives to gain notice in the 
consciousness of academic America.
What was once a tiny teacher’s college, 
a mere mosquito on the radar screen of 
Montclair Township, is now blossoming into 
its own private little metropolis. Eventually, 
the town will have to stand up and take 
notice of the MSU presence and the positive 
effect it can have on the town.
Anyone who’s ever taken a drive down 
North Mountain avenue, past the Montclair 
Art Museum, can testify to the elephantine 
houses sitting atop raised lawns. Considering 
the fact that the neighboring towns include 
West Orange, Clifton and Bloomfield,
Montclair represents a good chunk of the 
upper crust of Essex County. And as with 
any other upper middle class community, a 
lofty reputation is a prized possession; the 
prospect of drunken college students raising 
hell on the weekends is one that is under­
standably met with opposition.
According to MSU President Susan A. 
Cole, quoted in an article published in the 
New York Times on Dec. 26,2004, “when you 
send students out of state you are not going 
to get them back into the work force.” And 
according to the New Jersey Commission 
on Higher Education, 43 percent of students 
who graduated in 2000 sought education out 
of NJ. Therefore, the more students that the 
state can retain in its public institutions, the 
greater the odds are that they will choose to 
.work in NJ.
Downtown Montclair, situated on 
Bloomfield Ave., features many restaurants 
and shops that are potentially attractive to 
MSU students. Unfortunately, this strip lies 
over three miles from campus, or roughly 
15 minutes of driving time. The school has 
announced plans to divert shuttle bus service 
into this strip of land, but needs to hire more
drivers to do so. Even then, it remains to be 
seen whether students will take advantage of 
this provision nr ignore it.
For its part, the businesses of Montclair 
can cast their lines in the form of flyers and 
other publicity on this campus, in an effort to 
drum up business. Such actions would not 
only inject a youthful exuberance into the 
economy of Montclair, but enhance the com­
munity experience of the students who go to 
this school.
Montclair is not, and likely will never be, a 
major American city, and thus only has but so 
much sex appeal for high school seniors shop­
ping around for their education. Therefore, 
the town should exist more as a deal-sweet­
ener, provided recreation for campus dwellers 
looking to step out on weekends.
Conversely, 16,000 young adults should 
be a tempting pool of potential business for 
Montclair. They should seek out, and cater 
to, MSU students for their own benefit. As 
for the individual, the college experience is 
what you make of it; I know where I can have 
passport photos taken, find 70s rock records 
and eat gyros in a Greek diner, all within 
walk ing  distance of each other.
For the last year, Tve managed to hold 
down a job off of Bloomfield Ave., and was 
able to take an NJ Transit bus to work for 
several months when I didn’t have a car. Tve 
ventured out and discovered the New World; 
I would recommend that you do the same in 
order to round out your years at MSU.
Karl de Vries, an English major, is  in h is second  
year a s Opinion Editor for The Montclarion.
courtesy of krtcampus.com courtesy of krtcampus.com
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cation, President Susan Cole said that tenure 
is based on the scope of a professor’s teaching 
and contributions to the curriculum.
In my experience as one of Perez’s stu­
dents, he has not only covered the expected 
material, he has done so in a manner that 
urges students to think for themselves and 
apply historical literature to today’s society.
Perez assigns literature, such as “Sonny’s 
Blues,” written by James Baldwin, to dissect 
the correlations between the roots of African
Dear Editor,
I have just recently received a bill for 
$70 for a graduation fee. I am a graduate 
student hoping to graduate in January, and 
formerly graduated from MonjclsariijState 
University as an undergrad^p^^^PP- I 
was just wondering where m is fee came from 
and when the Universitj started charging 
people to graduate, b e g ||||| I did not have 
to pay this r id icu lo jjS ^ |E ^ ^ 0^ 5$iil|jW  
plan on
understand whv the school fr^s the need to 
dipmto my pocket one last time.
As if  the increasing tuition costs and ■:!
ing fee|i every year
had to find one last way to make a couple of 
extra bu|hs. at MSU,
but this certainly leaves a abut taste in  my 
mouth on my way l
someone would try to explain tile University’s < 
reasoning behind
Erik Lovgren 
Statistics major 
Graduate Student 
Class of 2003
Dear Editor;
After a recent experience with the parking
The AAontclarion Mailbag Policy
American music and todays entertainment 
mediums. He encourages students working 
towards teaching certification to create four 
weeks of lesson plans incorporating a semes­
ter’s worth of his Course work.
Students learn from these assignments. 
While we might benefit from listening to a 
75-minute lecture, in which the professor dic­
tates the meaning you should find in a poem, 
it is Perez’s approach that forces a student to 
embrace the material and discover the mean­
ing on his or her own. I assure you that, as a 
student, we learn much more when someone 
removes the silver spoon from our mouths 
and teaches an eager mind to search for its
violations here at Montclair State University, 
I believe that, as a student voice, I must write 
about this catch-22. Coming back to school 
on Sundays from home, as a freshman, I find 
myself waiting for as long as forty-five min­
utes for the bus to come at NJ Transit, to only 
come to the conclusion that I have to walk the 
distance back to school at night alone.
Coming back to school another,.^piay  
night, I had a car full of heavy things and 
needed to 19,
end pass. The sign daim&fbat it is  a general
lot aftef 2$8 until 6:O0a«m.
I derided to keep my « ^ ^ ^ ^ g m ig h t , 
and when I woke my
|car,Tfiiad alreay received a $40 dollar ticket, 
jit had c k n o w l e d g e t i ^ O l i ^ c a m  
¡has made millions in the past years. I think 
¡that something should be done about this 
fcatch-22. It comes down to walking alone on 
iajjgrk, cold, Sunday night, or geting a ticket. 
What in a girl to do?
Alysia Cole 
Athletic Training 
Freshman
own answers.
One very memorable quote that I have 
retained from Perez’s Black Writers course 
comes from Frederick Douglass: “I was glad­
dened by the invaluable instruction which, 
by the merest accident, I had gained from my 
master.”
While the University is, by no means, 
Perez’s master, I am sure that this experience 
has taught him a lesson similar to Douglass’. 
It has taught me that, no matter how hard 
you work, write, instruct and mold the minds 
of future generations, nothing is ever secure 
or appreciated.
If you want your English students to stop 
searching in themselves and in the world 
around them for understanding and knowl­
edge, by all means, deny Perez tenure. If you 
prefer to offer an English department that 
no longer provides educational discussions 
about historical, cultural and diverse mate­
rials, then you’ve made the right decision. 
Because, without Perez at this University, 
that’s exactly what you’ve got.
Je ssica  Havery, an English major, is  in her 
first year as A rts and Entertainm ent Editor for 
The Montclarion.
qT ~  ~\n
Statistic 
of the 
Week
9m
The amount
of articles
English professors 
are required to 
publish as 
stipulated by MSU
H________________ F
So you complain 
about campus, 
about the government, 
about the world?
What différence have you ?
Opinion
Writers
Wanted
Interested?
Email:
MSUOpinion@gmail.com
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Q uestion o f  
Th e  W eek
W hat are the characteristics 
off a great professor?
CHRISTINE I  
ADEYERI *
Year: Senior 
M ajor: B io lo g y .
“Aprofessor fe a t,. 
doesn’t give a lot of 
homework. He or 
a  lot of options for the
E mia" m —»■  PETE A Z IZ
Yean Freshman 
Major Justice
¡iin
doesn’t  take atten- ■  
dance, doesn’t give midterms or finals 
I a  i
RALPH ANDRE
Year: Senior 
M ajor: Graphic
“Someone who is 
willing and able
expected. They must care about their 
students’future.”.
DAN GHJRLEO
Year: Sophomore 
M ajor: Chemistry
■HHHHH :
leam.*
SHV0UIRA 
WILLIAMS g
Year: Freshman 
M ajor: Ji 
Studies
|  able outside the 
classroom, answers emails promptly, 
is approachable and has a welcoming
TAMIRA SISCO
Vfcar Junior H ra æ  
M ajor: Psychology
“A great professor is 
enthusiastic about ' 
teaching and very 
Lfluurious of the 
students’ needs.”
JAYMES I  
FULLER
Yean Sophomore 
M ajor: Mofecutar 
Biology
their material well, but they can also 
explain it in a way that the class w ill 
understand. À great pro&ssor makes 
class fun.”
Question o f the Week opinions ate views 
expressed by the students o f Montclair State  
University, ‘and am not necessarily the vievfs 
OFThe Montciariom
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Eats flies. Dates a pig. 
Hollywood star.
LIVE YOUR DREAMS
Pass It On .
T H E  F O U N D A T I O N  E Î !  A B E T T I S  L I TE  
www.forbetterlife.org
I'll qualify
l‘U qualify
I won't J l |
flflj
1
I’ll qualify 
gi&v I won't
I’ll qualify
I won’t
I’ll qualify
Don’t guess whether you qualify for the EITC. Know.
There's a lot to know about qualifying for the Eam eSncom e Tax 
Credit (EITC). You need to work and earn less than $*LS92. If you 
have children, they must meet three qualifying te stfln n d  that’s 
just to name a few. But the most important thing to kncBas you can 
get help figuring it a ll out. V isit us on the web. ca ll l-fSSpAX-IOAO 
or ask your tax preparer. When it comes to getting h | | |  claim ing 
everything you honestly deserve, consider it done. |§
1.800.TAX.1040
Internal Revenue Service 
www.irs.gov/eitc
$10 per Hour 
or MORE!
Need extra cash?
Register FREE 
for jobs near 
campus or home.
student-sitters.com
* * ★ ★ * ★ * ★ * ★ ★ ★ * ★ * * * ★ * ★ ■ * ★
★  ' ★
*  Positions Available Immediately £
*  for Mad Scientists. *
J  * * * * * * * * *  £
*  M a4 Scien ce  o f  N o rth  C e n tra l N ew  Jersey *
*  is  cu rre n tly  lo o k in g  fo r sttu jen ts to  w o rk  J  
* 1 - 4  h o u rs a w eek teach in g  sc ien ce  classes *  
J t o  k<4s. E x ce lle n t p a y -in d u 4 fn g  t ra in in g !!,
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
★
*
★
*
*
★
fto lQ U ;
♦ L o v e  W o rk in g  w ith  ch ik freo /  
♦ H a v e  fu ll-t im e  access to  a  car/
♦  H ave an  o u tg o in g  p erso n a lity/
i f  y o u  an sfre re4  y es to  th ese  Q uestio ns, 
g ive  u s a ca ll a t (9 7 3 ) 2 4 4 -1 8 8 0  
an 4  se t u p  an  in te rv iew .
' *
★
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
***********************
The
Princeton 
—Review
v Convenient Schedules *  Personal Coaching Sessions ✓ Specialized Instructors
Enroll§ before midnight on 
November 21 stf in any 
Hyperlearning course to prepare 
r the February LSAT and receive
a $100 discount!
Local classes are starting soon, 
today for details and to reserve a seat.
(800) 2-REVIEW \ www.PrincetonReview.com
Save $100 on a Princeton Review  
Hyperlearning  LSAT Course!
Child Care Wanted
Seeking fun loving sitter. M -  F, 
flex hrs, approx: 2 -7 P.M. for boys 
(7 & 9). Must drive. Lt. Hskpg. In 
Montclair home. Ideal for early 
child development. Or college 
student. Start ASAP. Office: (212) 
664-2749.
Babysitter needed to occasionally 
care for three kids: seven, four and 
8 months, evenings and weekends 
only. In Verona, $10/hr. Call Betsy at 
(973) 857-3168 (evenings): (212) 209- 
S119 (day).
Child care for four year old girl. 
Mature female with drivers license. 
Private residence 1/2 mile from uni­
versity. Monday, Friday 7 - 9  A.M. 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday 5 -  7:30 
P.M. $10/hr cali Dr. Green (914) 962- 
2002x5.
Afternoon childcare needed: 3:30 
-  6:30, Monday -  Thursday, for 
10-year-old twin girls. Help with 
snacks, homework, play games, take 
to after-school lessons. Must have 
own car and excellent driving re­
cord. $15/hour and reimbursement 
for gas. Call (973) 655-0637.
Caring energetic and experienced 
babysitter needed to care for twin 
toddler boys and their five-year-old 
sister. Five to ten hours a week. 
Must have refrences. Please call 
Dana at (973) 746-5755.
—
Share two bedroom/one bath in 
Montclair, $450 month. I travel ap­
prox. 15 day monthly, roommate 
must provide dog sitting. Utilities, 
housekeeper, washer/dryer, internet 
and cable TV. Walnut train station 
10-minute walk. Must start by Janu­
ary 13, 2006. Call Shannon (917) 
689-6287.
1 bedroom. Laundry included. Share 
kitchen, dining room and bath. $450 
= 1/3 utility. 2 miles from college 
call (201) 463-4825._____________________
Room for rent within very easy walk 
to campus. Female to share only 
$400/month. Furnished, utilities 
included, cable and internet avail­
able. Available now or '06. Call for 
information (973) 778-1504.
Receptionist part time for salon/spa 
on Rt. 46 east Clifton. Flexible hours 
(973) 340-4200 ask for Carol.
Student legal intern in West Pater­
son and Clifton Law office. Good 
pay, flexible hours. Call Jen at 
Mecca Law Firm (973) 890-5701.
The Montdarion is seeking Feature 
editors and writers. For more infor­
mation email msumanaging@gmail. 
com
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Over the next few days, loved ones may request 
new levels s i  trust, intimacy and commitment. 
After several weeks disjointed progress and 
misunderstandings, romantic partners are now 
willing to bring permanent change into their
&) S a g it ta r iu s  &>
Romantic jfortaera or potential lovers- may this 
week ask for extra time, privacy or patience. 
Minor family disruptions may have proven 
more
week, watch tor quick cancellations or unex­
pected moments of te$®foa, 1T. v ^ ' \
¡ i  C ap ricorn  S
- (Decern bi-r ^ ^ d an u áry |95  
Listen closely this week to the subtle comments 
or social observations of long-term friends. 
Over the next two days, unique business oppor­
tunities arrive from unlikely sources. Creative 
tibdmking, artistic ideas or shared finances may 
soon draw attention
ah A q u a r iu s  ?h
(January 21' - February 171 
Home discuss,ons may early i h i r  week leva! 
the underlying doubl r- of loved ones Past 
family luMon, broki'ii piombe-- ;md 11Hierin.' 
feelings of gi.ilr will nor be easily resolved 
Offei clear lmlu.vion nt vour cun’inumi ~np- 
pon al prisera, » definii ivi- afliniiulion of 
■c-seril rornnutmeuLs will ‘¡ready increase 
confidence________________________________________
(February 18 March 19)
Social involvement and romantic commitments
loved ones to press For fast home adjustments, 
family Mcisions and planned celebrations. All 
an' positive, so don't woi rv
A r ie s  i«#
(March 20 -  April 19
Flirtation and phynic.il atlrarfiuii may this- 
week be undeniable Over the next mx rhu.-, 
previously bh> colleagues or friends will be 
strongly motivated to explore mw passion- 
However remain patient, and expect yester­
day’s tomarme or nodal triangle-« to linger
M T au ru s ^
(April 20 -  May 20)
Smrtonp dose mav »-hi!\ ihih week request 
complex financm! or legal am ice Areas a Tect- 
ed involve home purchase-. latet iincxiiiieni- 
or ongMUig dis:if:ri'i-ineiui. «i<L nut horny risr 
uns» Take time to lit-ten to minor comment- 
and detailed dvrcriptioii- meaningful revela 
tions will -nor. emerge from quiet conversations 
h i mundane informal ion
i  G em in i #
(May 21 June 2(),>
Ask loved ones for a clear e> planai ion of recent 
-octal events cu behiivmr- ()vei ilx next sax 
days, giotip participation and family activities 
will work to y*uu »chantage if, and oniv if nr. 
vate differences are tieni.stly tesilived
Hi C an cer >i
(June 21 -  July 21)
Job actions, revised cnipliiymeru plans or hu-i- 
nes>- expansion will ihir week n-quire careful 
timing Aller I'm «day author it v figure« mav 
lernporanlv deny permissione nr avoid vital 
deci«ion*. Remain dolermi ned
féf L eo  <éf
Group events or unique romantic encounters 
will thi- woek create revised metal upturns 
Monday through Thursday, new friendships 
nr mildly unethical relationships ate a serious 
concern for loved cues Carefully consider the 
feelings of all involved' over the next 10 duv<*. 
relatives and long-term friends will expect con­
sistent behaviors and concrete explanations.
M  V irg o  M
' (August 22 -  September 21)
Before mid-week, home plans and »t.tbhshed 
schedules will- demand (tear explanation. 
Younger friends ôr relatives «te sow .ftigPy 
motivated' to sxgiiaj^tsvM al ìkmilv roles 
Serial activities, daily habits or rsmantie ’oöm- 
mitmente may be a key mâuence. . . . . . .  $
# $  L i b r a  m
(September 22 -  October 22) ■
Ongoing financial disputes are easily resolved 
this week. Before Thursday, expect close rela­
tives to admit, past mistakes, ask for approval 
and introduce creative business or money infor­
mation . „ ’ i i l
Comtek
fp je  Ü lon tclaríon  •  November 17, 2005
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T w o  D u d e s
THIS SAYS Tift FLUNKING 
AU- m  CLASSES SO I  WOH'T
& z \  arykore m o n e y ,  m v
YOU'RE THROWING OUT AIL 
m a p  STA R  WARS 
TOYS?*
I  CAN'T BRIEVE 
m s  C O L L E G E  
HAS THAT KlNP OF 
AUTHORITY/
by Aaron Warner
OH, WAIT. . .
THIS IS A 
LETTER v m  
mMOM.
The Fam ily Monster by Jo sh  Shalek
Thanksgiving, the last
( N o*/V \o|cJ qll ÌO "fW
Wnj ts you CBri
( Í  t e l  lik e  V m
cr<\iy.
TV\qf" frieqpÇ you're
i f  rijK f-.
■7W
<0
Tff¡? S tfli
c
S«SÜL«£2ä;
“We used to be original, but now we just 
sample big hits ’cause you people seem to 
like that. We’re the Suck-Ups! Thanks 
for having us,”
“Hey, Mom! I just found Osama bin Laden! 
He’s on Friendster!”
Sudoku #5
1 8 te l 15
i . I 1 9 f I; I I \
11 6
! 1 6 9
3 ; 5 1 f t  4
6 ; 8 3
5 6 I 12L ;,. I.:.
5 ■4'[:' I
; I -9 ! 2
Î2QIS5 KrazyDaa.com
Rl! in the blank squares so that each row, each column and each 
3-by-3 Block contain aH of the digits 1 fora 9.
If you use logic you can solve the puzzle without guesswork.
Crossword
J ACRO SS .
1 Charity for the, 
poor
5 Blowup letters? 
8 Unpaid 
servants
14 Castling piece
15 Acoustic organ
16 Mining disaster
17 Heart
18 Nose into
19 East African 
republic,
20 More sharply 
inclined
22 More impetuous
23 Math 
proposition
25 Farmland unit
26 Supply the food
29 Sebaceous cyst
30 Printing 
m achine;
31 Runs,
3 3  _____________ _____________ Moines
34 Retrieve
35 Brandy cocktail 
37 Actress Arthur
40 Blue or Cross
41 Decayed state 
43 Theater
sections
46 Movie on a PC
47 Greek letters
48 Sharer’s word
49 One who makes 
a fold
51 Dignified and 
impressive 
53 New England 
state
57 New York city
58 Peggy or • 
Brenda
59 Strongly assert
60 Tarry
61 Drop the ball ,
62 Dalai 
63'Distinctive
mannerisms .
64 Orbiting Iqc..
65 Hogs’ dinner
DOWN 
T Circle parts
2 Joe Orton play
3 Additional 
amount
yA: Pesky critter
© 2005Tribune Media Services, In c. 
A ll rights reserved. 11/17/05
5 Conical home
6 Got tighter
7 Sample
8 Go away!
9 Hard and fast 
rules
10 Archetypes
11 “Death in - ”
12 Ducks for down
13 Catches
21 Word groups
22 Female fowl 
24 Reticence
26 Machine part
27 Simian
28 Hanoi holiday 
3Q More full of
bounce
32 Malleable metal
33 Ex-QB Marino
36 Dead bodies
37 Take the odds
38 NASA partner
39 Beast of burden
40 Subhuman
42 Control groups
43 Defeated side
44 Wall Socket v
Solutions
d o 1 s1S 9 11s 3 1 A i sV w V 1 a y I N 1 V IAI 3 yy 3 A V a 3 i V y i W 1 3
X N O IAI y 3 js ■ A 3 1 V 1 S
dl 3 s V H £ El S y n 0s V 1 0 É 0 A a 1 s o 0 1s s’ 3. N N V « ■ N 9
S 3- ° m s 3 1 V y 3 d os s 3 y ¿ 1 N M■ a 3 1 V 03 y 0 V ■ÌAI y 0 3 H 1y 3 1 X S V Hi a -3 d 3 3 ±sV a N V AAa T y a1a y 0 0N 1 3 A V o y V a 0 0 ys 3 A V 1 S i N 1 s: IAI i V
45 Annual music 
award
46 Matter-of-fact
49 Highland 
groups
50 Oracles
*52 Cleveland’s lake
54 Roundish 
shape
55 Ju les Verne’s 
captain
56 Golf-course 
“ hazard
5& Island garland
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Flag Football Finals
Intramural Football Finishes The Season With A Bang
Michael Treanor 
S ta ff Writer
For the third consecutive season, Gool 
Runnings returned to the intramural flag 
football championship game and for the sec­
ond time in three years they were victori­
ous.
They shut out the upstart twelfth seed, 
the Young Gunz, 28-0, who shocked the top 
seeded Head Bangas in the semi-finals with 
a last second desperation heave from mid- 
field.
The deck seemed stacked against sev­
enth-seeded Cool Runnings from the start of 
the regular season.
Cool Runnings was randomly selected to 
be a part of a division that featured the Head 
Bangas, the Goodfellas and the Muskrat 
Shems.
Lacking their usual players early in the 
season, Cool Runnings dropped its first two 
contests. They recovered by outplaying a 
talented Goodfellas squad en route to a 3-2 
finish. After completely outclassing Team 
Bayu in  the opening round, 41-7 behind 
quarterback Jay Cook and his three touch­
down passes.
Despite being labeled the underdog in 
their match-up with second seeded All- 
Madden (4-0), Cool Runnings were able to 
resist a late rally in order to advance to the 
tournament semi-finals.
The frequent rain had taken an extreme 
toll on the condition of the playing field. The 
rescheduling of numerous games found Cool 
Runnings in a position where they were 
forced to play their semi-final and possible 
final contests on the same night.
Third seeded Team Tiger awaited Cod 
Runnings in the semi-final fresh off a con­
vincing victory over an offensively sound 
1990 team.
Cool Runnings appeared ready for quar­
terback Frank Cerza and Team Tiger as
quarterback Jay Cook carried his team to an 
early advantage.
Following a failed attempt on fourth down 
by Team Tiger, Cook led his teammates 
down the field with efficient sereen passes of 
nine yards. Cook then completed the drive 
himself, scampering into the end zone from 
nine yards out.
Cook continued the offensive onslaught 
in the opening half finding Evan Gisonna 
in the flat twice for 10 and 20 yard scores, 
respectively.
Team Tiger quarterback Frank Cerza 
connected with player of the week nominee 
Ryan Lamirande on a hitch-and-go route 
for an 18-yard touchdown strike to open up 
thé second half. Following this score, Cool 
Runnings made it clear to all that could hear 
that it was over.
Jay Cook continued to display his marks­
manship at his position, finding a streaking 
Howard Horowitz for a 60 yard score to seal a 
41-13 victory and trip to the finals later that 
evening.
Young Gunz, well-rested and mentally 
prepared after witnessing the offensive 
scheme utilized by Cool Runnings in the ear­
lier semi-final contest, were brimming with 
confidence following their shocking victory in 
the waning moments of thèir match-up with 
the top seeded Head Bangas.
Their confidence quickly turned to inse­
curity as Cool Runnings went into halftime 
with a 14-0 lead.
Defensive back Derrick Morrison provided 
the second half spark for Cool Runnings by 
halting a Young Gunz drive with an intercep­
tion and a 40 plus yard return for the score to 
give his team a commanding 21-0 lead that 
they would not relinquish.
It may be easy to label Cool R u n n in g s 
a flag football dynasty after winning two 
championships in three seasons, but with 
many key performers graduating, one won­
ders whether this team w ill be able repeat.
The Editors ' Picks
JOSE
Managing Editor 
St. Louis over Arizona 
Jacksonville over Tennessegp 
Dallas o v p  D etroit' I 
C l^Blai « ^ er Miami - * 
New E|||land over New Orlejuxs 3 
WasMiigt^ fii^ ove^ a jj^ C  % 
N.Y. Giants over 
Pittsburgh over B $ i||no re 
T a r «  Bay over A tlanta 
SeatllJ ovearSas^^gicisco 
Sa® ifego over BuAalo 
Indianapolis over Cincinnati 
Denver over N.Y. J e t s ^ j  
Kansas City over Houston 
Monday Night
Minnesota over Green Bay 
Upset Pick
Chicago over Carolina
O verall Record Upset Pick 
38-32 (.543)_________  1-4
MIKE
Sports Editor
St. Louis over Arizona
Carolina over Chicago 
_
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|  *  Denver over N.Y. Je ts  
Kansas City over Houston 
Monday Night
Minnesota over Green Bay 
Upset Pick
Tennessee over Jacksonville
O verall Record Upset Pick 
48-22 <.686) 3-2
A-Rod And Pujols Win MVP Awards
f ilW C A N  l e a g u e  J
second season 
Apple. He seems 
settled in after last
Mike Johnson 
Sports Editor
For 20 years, Yankee fans have awaited 
their next MVP. Players like Derek Jeter, 
Mariano Rivera, Bemie Williams and a fist 
of others have been considered some of the 
more dominating players in the game over 
the past 10 years, but have never won the 
award.
The last Yankee to take home an MVP 
award (besides World Series MVP) Was first- 
baseman, Don Mattingly, in 1985.
In that season, Mattingly batted .324, 
211 hits, 56 walks, 35 homeruns, 145 
runs batted in and w'on the Rawlings Gold 
Glove Award for his excellent defense (only 
one award is given out for each position). 
Mattingly accomplished this in 159 games 
which is only three games short of a full sea­
son.
Rodriguez finished the season with 
an average of .321, 194 hits, 91 walks, 48 
homeruns,. 130 runs batted in, but was 
beaten by Eric Chavez of Oakland for 
the Gold Glove Award. But what 
makes Alex Rodiguez so special 
is that he accomplished these 
numbers in all 162 games.
A-Rod edged out David 
Ortiz of the Boston Red Sox 
who compiled MVP-like num­
bers, but was eventually voted out for 
the award due to the fact that he is a desig­
nated hitter and does not play a position in 
the field.
In 2002, Rodriguez also had the honor of 
accepting the same award and now became
the 19th Yankee afi-time to win the award, 
the most by any franchise.
The names of past Yankee winnners would 
stand out in anybody’s eyes. Don Mattingly, 
Thurman Munson, Mickey Mantle, Roger 
Maris, Yogi Berra, Phil Rizzuto, Joe 
DiMaggio, Lou Gehrig and others have 
had the privilege to obtain the
t  award in pinstripes and now A-Rod can put that on his ever-growing 
■  and impressive
____ J B E jU 9 fc  resume.
The 30-year- 
old New York 
native finished
Albert Pujols has been one of the most 
dominating players in baseball since his 
rookie year in 2001.
He has totaled 982 hits, 201 homeruns, 
621 runs batted in and a .332 average in his 
first five seasons in the Major Leagues.
A lot of people talk about Pujols not only 
winning MVP awards, 
but they also talk 
about Pujols 
one day 
being the 
c a r e e r  
leader in 
a.number 
of statis­
tics.
M l h i s 
in the Big 
to have 
y e a r ’ s
up-and-down sea- son that
ended on a bad note.
Yankee fans can now celebrate the fact 
that A-Rod has brought the first MVP award 
to the Bronx in 20 years. The only thing bet­
ter than that would be a World Series MVP 
award.
Pujols 
h a s  
c a r e e r  
in five 
pace,
h i m  just over 13 more
years to break Hank Aaron’s record of 755 
career homeruns. Hank Aaron played for 23 
years and never hit more than 47 homeruns 
in one season. If Pujols can stay healthy, he 
can reach 755 homeruns five years quicker
than Aaron did.
In 161 games this year, Pujols had 195 
hits, 41 homeruns, 117 runs batted in, 97 
walks and an average of .330. His numbbers 
are clearly similar to those of A-Rod, but 
each player’s presence was felt 
differently.
The last Cardinal player to win 
MVP was Willie McGee which, coin­
cidentally, came in 1985. McGee batted a 
tremendous .353 and had 216 hits and 56 
stolen bases. He only hit 10 homeruns 
and drove in 82 runs, but, like Pujols, 
his impact on the team was great.
On a team stacked with all-stars, A- 
Rod was able to be bailed out of jams, but 
the Cardinal’s diminished lineup for a good 
deal of the season squarely put the pres­
sure on Pujols’ shoulders.
Albert finally had the opportunity 
to win the award after it had eluded 
him for the past few years because 
of the Barry Bonds-less 2005 season. 
Bonds, who had won the award every 
year since Pujols’ rookie season, 
■jjk was sidelined with
an injury and was 
only able to play a 
handful of games.
Pujols will begin 
the second year 
in 2006 and will 
have five years remaining after
that. If he stays healthy throughout his con­
tract, and plays as well as he has, that would 
put him around 40th all-time on the career 
homerun list and just over half-way to Hank 
Aaron’s mark.
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Red Hawk Spotlight: Mike Hogan
Three-Time All American Looking Ahead To Playing Soccer On T he Next Level Across T he Atlantic Ocean
Jose O rtiz  
Managing Editor
How much does Red Hawk, Mike Hogan, 
love soccer? Enough to leave his life behind 
to pursue a post college career in Ireland. 
Enough to end a six year relationship with 
his girlfriend to become a better soccer play-, 
er. Enough to consider forgoing his senior 
year just to play on the next level.
“I’m leaving everything I know for it,” 
Hogan said. “I think there must have been a 
soccer ball next to me in my crib.”
When the three time All-American gradu­
ates after summer sessions in August with a 
physical education m j^or, he plans to move 
to Ireland and tryout for some semi-pro 
teams. Hogan, who will be staying with his 
extended family overseas, fully expects this 
to be a huge challenge for him, and is now 
preparing for such.
“I’m going to have to get faster, stronger 
and have more endurance,” Hogan said. “In 
order to be a great'soccer player you have to 
dedicate your life to the sport and I am will­
ing to do that.”
Hogan is the adopted child of two straight 
off the boat Irish parents. While his father, 
a former semi-pro German soccer player, is 
all-about his son’s soccer career, his mother, 
a library assistant cares nothing for the soc­
cer.
“My mother is one of the main reasons
“In order to be a great 
soccer player you have to 
dedicate your life to the 
sport and I am willing to 
do that”
Mike Hogan
Red Hawks M en's Soccer
why I finished my college career,” Hogan 
said. “My parents have me on lockdown, my 
mom is all about schopl, and of course my 
dad goes along with her whefl it comes to 
school.”
Hogan, who has never missed a game in 
four years, was a high school baseball player, 
but like everything else, he eventually gave it 
up to become a better soccer player.
His commitment to soccer excellence, is 
only rivaled by his knowledge of the game. 
He’s been watching soccer since he could 
open his eyes and yell goal.
But love for the game alone, won’t be 
enough to take the Parsippany native to 
the next level. He plans to start as a semi- 
pro and eventually be a professional soccer 
player in London and start making the big 
bucks.
Players at the next level will be bigger, 
stronger and faster. He knows that he needs 
to improve. To start, he ran 20-miles last 
week and hit the weight room everyday.
“He’s a fierce competitor, no matter game 
or training, he wants to win and win bad,” 
said MSU Men’s Soccer Head Coach and for­
mer semi-pro, Brian Sentdwski. “He’s driven 
to succeed, Mike understands the game at a 
high level, and has the skill sets to execute.”
The day the Red Hawk soccer season 
ended, Hogan immiediately signed up for a 
men’s soccer league and has been playing 
non-stop preparing for his September trip to 
Europe.
“His biggest weakness is going to be. 
his willingness to commit him self to the 
physical side of the game,” Sentowski said. 
“Specifically his speed and explosiveness in 
small areas and overall fitness levels.”
The rare times when the moon is red and 
he isn’t playing soccer, or watching it at a 
bar with his dad at 7:00 a.m., Hogan enjoys 
spending time with his close friends and 
family. He currently lives with teammate, 
friend and former defensive linesmen Kyle 
Hughes.
He has been described by himself, tiis
teammates and his coach as a player who 
likes to take the onus. He was honored with 
a First Team all-Conference selection and 
says that because his team lost this season, 
he feels he doesn’t deserve a fourth All- 
American selection this season and does not 
expect to receive it. In four seasons at MSU, 
one of the only things he did not earn was a 
conference championship or an NCAA playoff
courtesy of Sports Information
Mike Hogan found himself on the cover of 
the 2005 Men’s Soccer Media Guide. He 
has been one of the key players on the team 
and started every game for the past four 
years.
courtesy of Sports Information
Mike Hogan has been a leader 
for the Red Hawks and hopes to 
become the leader of a profes­
sional team soon.
birth.
“This year was definitely a disappoint­
ment,” he said. “There was never a point 
in the season that the team just clicked.” 
Chemistry is so important if you want to 
win.”
It’s not soccer or bust for the Red Hawk. 
He plans to go to Ireland for six months, if he 
can’t make any team s there, he will return to 
the United States and tryout for some teams 
here.
If soccer on the next level is not in the 
cards for Hogan, he plans to return to MSU, 
get his Masters Degree and then become a 
high school level teacher and coach.
Hogan is determined to make soccer a- 
part of his life for the rest of it. He will be 
training day and night until he achieves his 
dream.
“When I was younger all of my friends 
were always saying that they wanted to be 
like Michael Jordan, Joe Montana or any 
other great players,” he said. “But I always 
dreamed that someday some kid would say 
that he wanted to be like me.”
Men’s 2005-2006 Basketball Preview
M ichael Treanor 
S ta ff Writer
Coming off a 13-12 season in which they 
looked average at best, Montclair State men’s 
basketball and head coach Ted Fiore look to 
regain their regional semi-final status of the 
2002-03 season in which they were 23-6.
There are high expectations within the 
Montclair camp as the Red Hawks return 
numerous contributors from last year’s cam­
paign at both ends of the floor.
Gian Paul Gonzalez, a former transfer 
from Messiah- College (Pa.), returns for his 
senior season on the strength of his most 
productive season to date in 2004-2005.
As a junior, the 6’6” versatile forward, 
Gonzalez, was bestowed with numerous post­
season honors including being named to the 
All-District Team by the National Basketball 
Coaches Association (NABC), the first Red 
Hawk to earn this honor since 1999.
Gonzalez was also named to the All- 
Atlantic Region Team by D3hoops.com, the 
Metropolitan Writers Division III All-Star 
Team, and received NJAC player of the week 
honors twice during the course of the sea­
son.
Gonzalez notched a 17.9 points per game 
scoring average, leading the Red Hawks in 
that particular department. In addition, 
Gonzalez was among the Red Hawk leaders 
under the boards pulling down a shade less 
than seven rebounds per contest. He also
finished first and 28th in the nation from the 
stripe with an impressive 85.8 percentage.
Montclair possesses a multitude of depth 
in 2005 which has the Red Hawk faithfuls 
excited- for the season to commence and 
opposing coaches circling their respective 
trips to Panzer Gym on their calendar a little 
earlier this year.
In addition to the return of their offensive 
leader, Gonzalez, Montclair also returns five 
seniors including Jamal Ford as well as four 
juniors and sophomores which include A1 
Hawkins, one of the top NJAC rookies from a 
year ago,
Ford, a former transfer from FDU- 
Florham, had a game-high 15 joints in a 
comeback victory at Rowan which helped 
MSU gamer the six seed the NJAC tourna­
ment. After spending some time as the floor 
general last year, Ford will primarily be 
looked toward to provide an offensive spark 
at the two this time around.
A1 Hawkins proved him self to be a tre­
mendous athlete during his freshman year 
at Montclair State. In the fall, Hawkins took 
snaps as quarterback for Red Hawk football 
completing 22 passes for 302 yards and a 
touchdown.
Perhaps the most compelling and impres­
sive statistic regarding the athletic abil­
ity of A1 Hawkins is that he was signed by 
the Milwaukee Brewers of Major League 
Baseball’s to a minor league contract in 1996. 
Hawkins excelled as high as Double-A in
the Brewers organization before missing the 
entire 2001 season due to injury.
Senior guard Nick Aldiero, junior for­
ward Cliff Schafer, and junior Center Eric 
Sylvester will, along with others, all have 
expanded roles on this year’s installment of 
Red Hawk men’s basketball.
The NJAC is perennially one of the most 
competitive basketball leagues in the entire 
country comprised of teams like Ramapo 
who was upset in the Siveet 16 of last year’s 
NCAA Tournament. _
In addition to the rigorous schedule within 
the league that the Red Hawks must endure,
numerous proven non-conference opponents 
have dates with Montclair in the first half of 
the regular season.
Three potential non-conference foes that 
Montclair may have to tangle with have 
entered the Steve Adubato Qne-on-One 
Classic held in Panzer Gymnasium. These 
potential opponents include Keene State, 
Plattsburg, and Bridgewater State (Ma.).
Once again, Red Hawk fans believe their 
team is NCAA bound at the season’s begin­
ning. This year, Montclair State men’s hoops 
is out to prove that underachieving is a thing 
of the past. , -
Montclair State Red Hawks 2004-2005 Season Overview
Wins: 13
Losses: 12
NJAC: 8-8
Scoring Leader: Gian Paul Gonzalez
Rebound Leader: Michael Gluck
Assist Leader: Rashad Butler
Points Per Game: 72.8
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MSU Battles Back for Torres’s  First Win
Montclarion I Jose Ortiz
William Beiermeister got the winning pin in 
the third overtime period.
lead setting the stage for Beiermeister.
“Will Beiermeister has been my diamond 
in the rough,” 
said  Head 
Wrestling Coach 
James Torres.
“This is the way I 
envisioned start­
ing the season 
... with a win.
Today condition­
ing and leader­
ship prevailed^ 
our older guys 
really pulled 
through for us.”
F r e s h m a n  
team  captain 
Jam es Anest 
drew first blood 
for the Red Red Hawk John Vogel gave 
Hawks in  the "Wi®«1 decision.
125 pound match
against Kutztown wrestler Cory Weiss. He 
earned 4-0 victory in his first collegiate
wrestling match, and a major decision to get 
the Red Hawks on the board.
“Coach just told me to wrestle like I was 
the best person on the team, and that’s what 
I did,” Anest said. “I felt good, and he [Weiss] 
was really tired. I thought that I could have 
gone another five minutes if  I had to.”
Red Hawks Brian Innis and Dennis 
McSweeney also started off their season with 
convincing victories.
Innis defeated Kevin Kalback in the 157 
pound weight class, and McSweeney took the 
decision 9-5.
Red Hawks across the board cited their 
stellar conditioning as the main reason for 
Saturday’s victory.
After the meet, Torres said that within a 
month they will be t r a in in g five days a week, 
instead of three. According to the coach his 
team will continue to be in better shape than 
the competition.
The Red Hawks began the match missing 
three of their starters.
Senior 
and former 
All-Am erican 
D e r r i c k  
Goduto injured 
his knee dur­
ing Friday’s 
practice, both 
Berger and 
Alan Aponte 
are not yet eli­
gible, but will 
be in the com­
ing weeks.
“We’re not 
even at our full 
lineup,” Anest 
Jose Ortiz I The Montclarion Said. “Once 
MSU the lead with his we have our
solid lineup in, 
I think we will
be doing some big things, I’d say we could be 
a top ten program this season.”
Jose Ortiz 
Managing Editor
The comeback had been completed, the 
Red Hawks just needed William Beiermeister 
to close the door and seal the season opening 
victory. Anything, but a win for the Red 
Hawk sophomore, would have meant the 
most they could hope for was a tie.
In the sixth period of the heavyweight 
bout, Beiermeister bear-hugged Kutztown 
junior, Andrew Freas, and proceeded to take 
him to the ground and roll the Golden Bear 
over to record the pinfall, earning the Red 
Hawks’ first victory of the wrestling season.
The match was extended three overtime 
periods after both heavyweights were only 
able to score one escape each. The Kutztown
Junior , had an obvious weight advantage, 
but Beiermeister was in much better shape 
and Simply outlasted the taller and heavier 
upper-classman.
“It was my first collegiate match, and
I wasn’t sure how overtime works, I just 
knew that I couldn’t lose,” Beiermeister said. 
“Coach Torres put us in great shape and got 
us into the position we needed to be in to win 
this match.”
Beiermeister’s pinfall was the last of three 
consecutive Red Hawk wins to finish off a 
seven point comeback to eventually beat the 
ranked DII school 26-17.
Jake Beitz started the Red Hawk rally 
with a first round pin against Roy Gecelosky. 
The Kutztown junior started off well enough, 
scoring the first takedown, but team captain 
Beitz quickly recovered, escaping to make 
the score 2-1 in favor of the Golden Bears.
The match turned when Gecelosky 
attempted a double leg takedown against the 
Red Hawk senior only to see it defended and 
then countered 
into a headlock,' 
Beitz’s specialty. 
It was only a mat­
ter of seconds until 
Beitz scored the 
pin and brought 
the Red Hawks 
within one point.
John Vogel con­
tinued the come­
back that Beitz 
started by earning 
a major decision 
against freshman 
Curtis Beardsell. 
The former team  
captain filled in for 
Red Hawk Mike 
Berger at the 197 
pound class. The 
match wasn’t  even 
close. Vogel, who 
is only eligible to wrestle for the rest of this 
semester, completely dominated, outwrestled 
and overpowered the younger and less expe­
rienced Golden Bear wrestler. After scoring 
a 14-5 victory, the Red Hawks took a 20-17
Jose Ortiz I The Montclarion
The Red Hawks were trailing by seven points, before the comeback 
began. The Red Hawks lost four of their first seven matches and then 
won the next three.
NASCAR Season Coming To An End
Sunday’s Final Race In Homestead, Florida, Will Determine The 2005 NASCAR Nextel Cup Champion
Mike Johnson 
Sports Editor
The Nextel Cup season is finally drawing 
to an end and after 36 races in 10 months, 
the winner will stand atop the podium with 
the trophy and savor the'moment he has been 
waiting for all season.
Points leader, Tony Stewart, leads Jimmie 
Johnson by only 52 points entering the final 
race.
For those who do not understand the 
points, it goes like this. The winner of each 
race is awarded 180 points. The second place 
driver recieves 170. From there, the point 
total declines in five-point increments for 
places two through six, points awarded drop 
four points per driver for positions seven 
through 11 and three-point increments sepa­
rate drivers’ points for finishers in 12th place 
or lower out of the 43 starting positions.
It may sound a little tricky, but these driv­
ers know what they need to do.
In order for Jimmie Johnson to win the 
championship he needs to make sure he 
crosses the finish line ahead of Tony Stewart. 
In fact, if  Jimmie Johnson wins, he needs to 
make sure Tony Stewart finishes worse than 
12th place. If Stewart were to finish 13th 
and Johnson were to win, Johnson would win 
the title by two points.
In order for Carl Edwards, who is 35 
points behind Jimmie Johnson and 87 off the 
lead, to win, he will need both Johnson and
Stewart to finish below 20th place and win 
the race, something he is quite familiar with 
this season. Edwards has won four races 
which is tied for second most this season. 
Only Tony Stewart and Greg Biffle have 
more.
Anyone Who follows NASCAR w ill 
remember last year’s championship run by 
Kurt Busch and teammates Jeff Gordon and 
Jimmie Johnson.
Gordon and Johnson, who race for 
Hendrick Motorsports, finished second and 
third. Johnson fell short by only eight points 
and Gordon missed the mark by 16.
The 2004 Nextel Cup season gave fans 
and non-fans alike a reason to believe that 
NASCAR isn’t just a bunch of guys driv- 
*ing a car around in a circle for a few hours. 
It showed that racing came down to little 
things and that a race may last three hours, 
but every second is crucial to a team’s suc­
cess. .
Last year’s champion, Kurt Busch, who
is eligible to win the championship in 2005, 
was suspended for the final two races of the 
year by his car owner after he was cited for 
wreckless driving in Phoenix last weekend.
Busch is currently ninth in points and 
will fall to the final spot after this week’s 
race when he w ill be watching from a televi­
sion.
Anything can happen this weekend and 
fans of NASCAR are hoping that this year 
can top last year’s closest championship fin­
ish ever.
In fact, if Jimmie Johnson wins this week­
end and Tony Stewart comes in 12th place, 
the two drivers will finish in NASCAR’s first 
tie ever at the end of the season. It would be 
a  good end to a rather bland season.
Both Jeff Gordon and Dale E a rn h a rdt. 
Jr. failed to make the 10 race playoff and no 
driver had more than five wins. Last year’s 
season gave us an eight race winner and a 
finish that could not be forgotten.
This Sunday could turn out to be one of
the biggest moments in NASCAR his­
tory or Stewart could completely domi­
nate and take all the fun out of the entire 
season. One thing that fans can count 
on is that the stands will be packed in 
Homestead.
courtesy of www.NASCAR.com
Jimmie Johnson (top left) has finished second 
In points the past two years and is currently 
In second place, but hopes to win his first 
champonshlp. Carl Edwards (top right) doing 
his signature backflip after a win. Edwards 
hopes to flip this weekend, but needs to 
pass Johnson and Stewart in points. Greg 
Biffle (bottom left) is In a distant fourth 
in points, but can still win with help from 
some other drivers. Tony Stewart (bot­
tom right) is the points leader and doesn’t 
look like he Is going to give up the lead.
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SI»ORTS TRIVIA
QUESTION
Can you name the "Original Six" teams in hockey?
Match 'Em
Match these NBA players to their alma mater
if) Shawn Marion California
2.) Keith Van Horn UNLV
3.) Jason Kidd Virginia Union
4.) Eddie Jones Utah
5.) Ben Wallace Temple
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Senior . *'v»j
Hometown: Pompton Plains, Ni
Player of The Week
M  : r m  r a  i æ m i  ù  c t a i
NJAC Overall NJAC Overall ■ ¡ ■ M M
Ü^j¡¡||¡
MSU 0-0 0-0 MSU 0-0 0-0
Ramapo 0-0 0-0 Ramapo 0-0 0-0
Richard Stockton 
TCNJ
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
Richard Stockton 
TCNJ
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0 ■ ¡ 9
Rutgers-Newark 0-0 0-0 Rutgers-Newark 0-0 0-0 itoli I
Rowan 0-0 0-0 Rowan 0-0 0-0 ¡¡■Pili
Kean 0-0 0-0 Kean 0-0 0-0
iWilliam Paterson 0-0 0-0 William Paterson 0-0 0-0
Rutgers-Camden 0-0 0-0 Rutgers-Camden 0-0 0-0 I S S INJCU 0-0 0-0 NJCU 0-0 0-0■ If
This W eek This W eek
Friday vs. Newport @ Alvernia 
Saturday @ Alvernia Tournament 
Tuesday vs. NJCU 6 p.m.
Last Week's Results 
No Games Last Week
Friday vs. St. Thomas @ Salem State 
Saturday @ Salem State Tournament 
Tuesday vs. NJCU 8 p.m.
Last Week's Results 
No Games Last Week
Alex scored a goal in each of MSU's NCAA 
games includingft| |§ r game-tying goal in 
gam e tw o.
Honorable Mentions
Footba II — reran H ockey
NJAC Overall NJAC Overall
Rowan 5-1 8-1 Rowan 6-0 17-4
SUNY Cortland 5-1 7-2 MSU 4-2 17-3
MSU 4-2 5-4 TCNJ 4-2 15-5
Western Conn 3-3 6-4 Kean 3-3. 14-6
Kean 2-4 4-6 Ramapo 2-4 5-11
TCNJ 1-5 3-7 Richard Stockton 2-4 7-10
William Paterson 1-5 5-5 William Paterson 0-6 5-10
This W eek
Sat @ Widener 12:00 p.m. (Chester, Pa.) 
ECAC South Atlantic Championship
Last Week's Results 
11/12 - MSU 14, Rowan 31
This W eek
End of Schedule/ Final Standings
Last Week's Results 
11/9 - MSU 1, William Smith 2 
Round 2 NCAA Tournament
Senior $**••;•••.. .
Hometown: Oceanport, NJ #
Apicelli recorded her ninth shut- 
out In 'game one of the NCAA 
tournam ent and made 11 saves in 
their loss in the second round .
A J . LETTIZIA 
Freshmart|||/.//^
Hometown: Dumont, NJ
Lettizia held five catches for 111 
yaids ^ .|{ if  flieNl Hawks' loss to 
Rowan on Saturday.
ERIC FERRI0L 
Senior'*’ /*
Hometown: Belleville, NJ
Ferrlol w as 19-33 in passing w ith  
292 yards and one touchdown in 
NISU's 31-14 loss to Rowan.
JENNIFER TANIS 
Sophomore
Hometown: Oak Ridge, NJ
Tanis scored the first and deciding 
goaf for the Red Hawks in game 
one hi their 2-0 w in over W ash­
ington and Lee.
Red Hawk Wrestling Battles Back
PG. 29
Red Hawk Spotlight: Mike Hogan
PG. 28
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MSU Women’s  Basketball Preview
Jose O rtiz  
Managing Editor
freshmen  
and two 
transfer 
students 
t h 1 s 
s e a s o n ,  
and have'
Last season the Red Hawks lost 
in the first round of the NJAC 
tournament to Rowan and got 
knocked out in the opening round retained all 
in the ECACs by FDU. This sea- their key play- 
son, they’ve added six new players ers from
and a returning sophomore class __  t h
that have experience as start­
ers.
“I don’t think there 
are many programs 
around that have three 
freshmen in their start­
ing lineup for an entire sea­
son,” said women’s basketball 
Head Coach Beth O’Boyle. “We 
expect a lot of our sophomore 
class because they have so much 
game experience last season.”
The sophomofe class she’s 
talking about includes Jessica 
Horan, Jess Garrabrant, Cynthia - 
Warrington, Michelle Madej and 
Amanda Melo. All were key con­
tributors to coach O’Boyle’s trip to 
the Conference Tournament in her 
first season as the head coach.
Garrabrant was second in the 
league in rebounding with almost 
nine per contest, Horan had the 
highest free throw shooting per­
centage in the NJAC with an 81.8 
percent. Madej served as a profi­
cient outside shooter and helpful 
offensive boost on the floor, and 
Warrington may have been the 
best man-to-man defender on the 
team.
The Red Hawks have added four
2005-06 WOMEN’S BASKETBALL SCKDULE
DATE OPPONENT
Him., November 22 New Jersey City *
TIME
6:00 pm
2004 -  2005 season.
Along with the new 
players, O’Boyle has 
brought on a new assis­
tant coach, Stephanie 
Finke. Finke played as 
a member of Rowan’s 
women’s basketball 
team.
“ W e 
have a pretty 
t a l e n t e d  
freshmen 
c l a s s , ”
O’Boyle 
s a i d .
“They bring 
a different level of 
athleticism to our prac­
tices.”
The strength of the Red 
Hawks in 2004 -  2005 sea­
son was their post game 
and their tough defense.
They ranked in the top 
five last season in scor­
ing defense, defensive 
rebounding, opponents 
field goal percentage, 
and blocked shots.
However, coach O’Boyle admits 
that among their weaknesses 
last season was the inabil­
ity to score from outside of 
the post, and not hitting foul 
shots.
“Free throw shooting was 
our Achilles heel last sea­
son,” said O’Boyle. This year 
we will have much more scoring 
options.”
MSU ranked near the bottom of 
the NJAC in free-throw shooting 
and they lost four games by five 
or fewer points, three of those 
were conference games. Had 
they won them, they could 
have moved from 
fourth place to
2004-05 WOMEN’S  BASKETBALL STATISTICS
| PLAYER FG% FT% PTS/G TOT
Stephanie Machin .465 .561 14.5 161
Jessica Garrabrant .436 .796 8.6 j§24
Amanda Mullaney .380 .589 8.6 169
Jessica Horan .353 f t 18 6.2 I 49
Cynthia Warrington .363 .815 6.1 32
Jennifer Russell .426 .548 6.0 129
Michelle Madej .468 .486 4.8 51
Shikeena;Lynard^S .347 .556 4,3 9 0X
Maria Copell .314 .500 2.1 12
Stephanie Guzman .529h &£HHh 625 1.9 ' W Ì
Ferin Catlett .275 .429 1.8 76
Amanda Melo .300 .250 1 1.7 00 IN
Wed., December 7 USIRamapo
second place ^ 
8:00 pm J and completely 1
changed the 1
Sat, December 10 
Mon., January 9 
Sat, January 14 
Wed., January 18
Rowan *
Richard Stockton *
. ■
Kean *
3:00 pm
3:00 pm 
6:00 pm
Wed., January 25 William Paterson * 8:00 pm
Sat, January 28 Rutgers-Newark *  j j 2:00 pm
Mon., January Hunter 7:00 pm
Sat, February 4 Rutgers-Camden * 4:00 pm
Wed., February 15 The College of NJ * 6:00 pm
seeding and, 
possibly, last 
season’s misfortune.
The Red Hawks will be r u n n in g 
the hi-lo motion, meaning that the 
post game is going to create their 
scoring opportunities. According 
to O’Boyle the outside shooting 
ability of the team has improved 
especially from beyond the arc.
The defense w ill be back and 
just as tough as last season. The 
motto is that no one scores in 
the paint, coach says that the 
team will be willing to take 
their chances by giving up three 
point attempts as opposed to shots 
in the paint.
Team captain, Stephanie 
Machin is returning from her sec­
ond straight All-Conference team  
honor and her only first team selec­
tion.
The junior led the team in scor­
ing for the second straight season, 
sporting one of the highest field 
goal percentages in 
the NJAC and 
had the third 
highest scor­
ing average in 
the conference. 
O’Boyle is very
■J MMSitt. excited aboutB |  .— the improve­ment of her 
go to player.
“ T h e  
b i g g e s t  
i m p r o v e ­
ment I 
h a v e  
seen in
Stephanie 
is her lead­
ership abili­
ties,” said 
O’Boyle. “On 
top of that, she 
has gotten so 
much stron­
ger. When 
she finishes at 
the hoop, she lit­
erally has defenders hang­
ing off of her.”
are only three spots on the starting 
five that are set in stone, senior 
Amanda Mullaney could be a huge 
defensive and' offensive present in 
the paint next to Machin. Mullaney 
averages more than one blocked 
shot per game for her career and 
was second on the team in rebound­
ing last season. There w ill also be 
more help in the post this season.
“Ferin Catlett has gotten much 
stronger this season,” said O’Boyle. 
“She’s playing with much more con­
fidence and will be a big offensive 
threat this year.”
The Red Hawks may have caught 
a few teams by surprise last year 
with a new coach, but this year 
their secret is out.
O’Boyle says that W illiam  
Paterson will be one of the stron­
gest teams in the conference, and 
they will have to look out for TCNJ 
and Stockton, the defending NJAC 
champions.
The Red Hawks are hoping to 
build off of last seasons success, 
and coach O’Boyle has shown her 
dedication to the team’s steady 
improvement by scheduling her 
team to play against three top 25 
teams this season.
“We expect to be competing the 
NJAC championship this season,” 
O’Boyle said. “I felt the reason 
Rowan knocked us off last season 
is because they had a team of five 
seniors who were playing like it 
was the last game of their careers.
Although O’Boyle says that there Having more experience this year
